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-Courtesy of Automotive Council for War Production

PRODlJCTION FOR VICTORY
Here is shown America's second line of defense, Production, in full
swing. In this particular factory, more tanks are produced than were
produced during the entire last war. (See article on page 22.)



Dean R. C. Gowdy

Dean R. C. Gowdy

and pilots caught in a "ceiling zero" would burn
gasoline aimlessly to postpone an almost certain
crash, automatic machines would stop or turn out
junk, the film in your camera would not register
with the printing on the paper, isolated naviga-
tion light would not come on with falling dark-

ness, yeast cakes would occa-
sionally slip through without
the little yellow label, steel
sheets would come through
the mills in varying thick-
ness and from the heat treat-
ments with fifty-seven va-
rieties of hardness, a box of
cigars would look like a color
card of various shades of
brown instead of the-uniform
selection now on the coun-
ters, and the war-the war
would be won quickly and
easily by the side which
could induce those little elec-
trons to go back to work.

World War I gave tre-
mendous impetus to the de-
velopment of radio. This war
will produce even greater
developments in the use of
electrons. Much of the cur-
rent progress in the science

of electronics must necessarily be guarded as a
"military secret." Prophecy is an interesting, but,
for the most part, an idle diversion. It is not a
prediction, but a certainty, that, when war devel-
opments are available for civilian use, the little
chips from the shells of atoms will perform a
multitude of new services.

It would make an acceptable picture for Ameri-
can eyes if the ,Cavendish Laboratory could be
depicted as the housing for marvelous equipment,
for the latest and most elaborate, most expensive
apparatus. The facts are disappointing.

The old Cavendish Laboratory was a dingy
stone building in Free School Lane, facing the
blank wall of Corpus Christi College, and only
five minutes' walk from St. Peters College (com-
monly known as "Pothouse") the oldest college
in Cambridge, founded in 1284. Preceding Sir
J. J. Thompson as director of the laboratory was
Clerk Maxwell, responsible for the electromag-
netic theory of light, grandfather of radio, origi-

(Continued on Page 36)
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CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND, is like no other
.A town, except possibly Oxford, and any Cantab

or axon would maintain violently-in a restrained
British manner-that any comparisons would be
odious. Perhaps there is not much similarity
beyond the fact that in both cities are located
great universities which had
acquired several centuries of
tradition before this country
was discovered.

The colleges of Cambridge,
except the ones which stretch
continuously along the river
Cam, seem to have been
thrown at the landscape and
form no regular pattern. The
town has grown in among
the colleges like grass in the
spaces of a flag-stone walk.
Many of the narrow crooked
streets are blocked to traffic
by stout posts spaced to filter
out all vehicles, but to pass
pedestrians and cyclists, for
the British regard the bicycle
as an important means of
transportation not just a toy
on which children can create
an additional traffic hazard.

In one of the back streets
of this complicated town is the Cavendish Labora-
tory where, some forty-five years ago, the electron
was discovered.

The scientific importance of this discovery was
recognized at the time, but there was not sufficient
imagination in the world to predict the role which
this minute atom of negative electricity was to
play in the lives of men.

It would not be correct to say that the modern
science of electronics has derived solely from the
Cavendish Laboratory, but Sir J. J. Thompson
and all of his students contributed the funda-
mental information from which the use of elec-
trons has developed as a science, and not as acci-
dental invention.

Just suppose for a moment that all the electrons
moving through the very empty spaces of elec-
tronic tubes should strike for higher wages. All
long-distance telephone lines would fail, radios
would be silenced, air fields would become scrap-
yards for tangled traffic even in clear weather,

Electrons



ERSATZ for Gasoline

Roger Laib Ch.E. '45
Fred Levine Ch.E.' 46

SINCE the world is now engaged in total war, Germany levied taxes of 36 cents on a gallon,
the probability of securing enough petroleum and 51 cents was common in Italy in order to

products of high quality for the vast amount of encourage the use of synthetic fuels. At that
machinery needed both directly and indirectly for time, a German motorist, who had to pay 60 cents
the waging of such a war has become vitally a gallon for gasoline, could get the same mileage
important. At the time the United States entered from 43 cents worth of city gas. The Reich also
the war, the United States controlled 90 per cent halved the tax on automobiles, from 1936 to 1938,
of the world's petroleum resources. The European paying half of the cost of the conversion to
continent was the second largest consumer of domestic-fuel operation. Because of these induce-
petroleum products but produced only 3 per cent ments, an estimated one-quarter of all German
of the world's 2,250,736,000 barrels. Therefore, and Italian motor vehicles used for transportation
most of its petroleum had to be imported. were powered by synthetic fuel when the war

When the Axis Powers gained control of the
greater portion of Europe, they confiscated all of
the oil production, storage, and refinery capacity
for the German war machine so that during
1940-41 practically all of the oil burning motors
for civilian use were converted to burn substitute
fuels. Because Germany foresaw the need for
synthetic fuel long before the war, she has made
more progress toward the building of plants for
the manufacture of synthetic motor fuels than
any other country" The quantity of petroleum
and substitute fuel produced throughout Axis
controlled Europe mounted to an estimated volume
of 11,268,000 barrels monthly and consisted of
gasoline from petroleum, hydrogenated coal and
water gas, compressed fuel gases, alcohol, benzol,
shale oil and producer gas from wood, lignite, -Courtesy Aut omotioe and Auiation Industries

coal, and coke. . .
Croee-section. of up-draft generator

Much was accomplished in Europe to foster the
changeover by civilian motorists from gasoline to b k t R tl th D tment of Commerce" f I H" h t I" h ro e au. ecen y e eparsubstitute ue s. ig' axes on gaso me ave t d th t G · eng about 11 000 000"""" repor e.a . ermany IS SaVI "
limited Its consumption for many years. In 1939, gallons of gasoline monthly by such measures.

The most common substitute for gasoline is
Acetylene generator on the back of a producer gas or gasogene, generated in an appara-

Mercedes-Benz car • -" dtus either mounted on the vehicle or carrie on
-Courtesy Automotiue and Auiation Industries t -I G . t d b d ·a rai ere asogene IS genera e y rawmg a

current of air through a bed of glowing fuel. By
limiting the supply of air, the amount of oxygen
reaching the fire is less than that required for
complete combustion; thus combustible gas is
formed. Sometimes steam is admitted with the
air to enrich the gas with hydrogen produced
by the dissociation of the water vapor. The pro-
ducer gas is cooled to increase the volumetric

. efficiency of the engine, after which it passes
through a special carburetor which is essentially
a mixing valve to encourage better combustion.

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



The disadvantages of producer gas as compared adopted the scheme of carrying low-pressure gas
with gasoline are inherent in its increased initial in fabric containers on top of the vehicle. The
cost, increased maintenance expense, reduction bags, about as large as the vehicles themselves
in power, and a resulting reduction in pay load. as shown in the illustration, are made of two

A gas-driven car can be started in one or two plies of rubberized cotton fabric, cemented
minutes, the engine usually together and mounted on a
being started on gasoline, gas light framework. The capacity
being substituted later as the of the gas bags varies from
fuel. The complete plant 100 to 750 cubic feet at city
weighs about 450 pounds for main pressure and allows a
a 4-ton truck and is uniformly range of from 15 to 25 miles
spread over the chassis for per filling. Provisions are
proper weight distribution. made for the refueling of

Because fuel meeting stand- these bags at regular filling
ard specifications is now mar- stations, where the gas con-
keted, the user can expect nection is made from the city
constant performance. Pro- main. Two hundred and fifty
vided the necessary attention cubic feet of this gas is nor-
is given to maintenance and mally carried in a bag ten feet
cleaning of the plant, and the long, five feet wide, and five
proper kind of fuel is used, feet high and is equivalent to
portable gas producers are a one gallon of gasoline.
practical solution of the motor The gas is supplied to the
fuel problem. engine through the carburetor

In order to reduce the im- by a pipe from the back of
portation of foreign fuels, as the bag. There are several
early as 1935, Germany estab- types of efficient carburetors,.
lished filling stations which which have the following re-
supplied compressed illumi- quirements:
nating gas instead of gasoline. 1. A valve to cut off the gas
The incentive for the change- when the motor is not
over was the reduction of the running.
fuel cost, technical advantages such as the cer- 2. Complete mixing of gases in correct pro-
tainty of the engine starting on very cold morn- portion.
ings, elimination of the thinning of lubricating 3. Freedom from stalling, steady idling, and
oil, less engine up-keep expense, and odorless and easy starting.
sootless exhaust. Each supply depot is equipped 4. Low resistance to gas flow so that as much
with a high-pressure compressor and a group of explosive mixture as possible can be drawn
steel storage flasks for the gas, which is com- into the engine.
pressed up ~o 5,000 pou~ds per square inch. . The chief drawbacks to this system are that

Cars equipped for this gas carry bottles into the containers are bulky and have much resistance
which fuel is charged to a pressure of 2,000
pounds. The amount of gas dispensed and the Coke apparatus fas~ened to the front of a

.. d di tl · t bulati lorry un. Londonprice IS rea irec y on a measurmg, a u a mg -Courtesy Chemical and Engineering News

instrument. This compressed gas replaced 250,000
tons of gasoline in Europe during 1938.

In utilizing this gas, the changes in the car
involve a spark advance and a change in the car-
buretor with a valve system for stepping down
the gas pressure before the gas enters the carbure-
tor. The cost of conversion to a gas burning
vehicle ranges from $150 to $175, and the cost
of each steel cylinder ranges from $20 to $22.50.
In 1941 there were 10,000 compressed gas vehi-
cles in England, while Germany had 75,000 of the
97,000 gas vehicles on the continent.

Most of these developments were made before
the outbreak of the war. Because of the vital
materials required for pressure vessels and com-
pressor stations, various European nations have

WINTER, 1943

-Courtesy Chemical and Engineering News

Charcoal-powered motorcycle
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From this point on, the action is the same as when
gasoline is used.

There are three types of fuels used in the
gasogene vehicles, namely wood, charcoal, and
coal, or any mixture of them can be used. For
many years after its introduction, only well-dried,
hard woods could be used; however, Germany
made improvements on the engine so that wet
and soft woods are now acceptable. Dust from
the soft woods is removed by filters of glass
wool, and special heat exchangers compensate for
the loss of heat resulting from the burning of
wet woods. These together
with other improvements have
brought the efficiency of wood-
gas vehicles close to that of the
Diesel engine.

In 1941, ,Germany required
2,891,000 tons of wood for the
231,000 gas generator vehicles
in operation. The transporta-
tion of this fuel is an additional
strain on the already overtaxed
transportation system of Ger-
many and of the whole conti-
nent. Because of this fact, many
sections have had to turn to
coal and peat fuels. For
the 20 different types of
solid-fuel burning vehicles
in Sweden birch wood ap-
pears to be the most desir-
able. A series of tests were
made, however, comparing
wood and coal fuels, and
it was found that coal pro-
ducer gas contaminated
lubricating oils less than wood gas. Since lubri-
cating oils are so scarce in Europe, coal gas is
considered more economical. Another defect of
wood gas is that it has a high moisture content
and freezes during winter driving.

The present gas producers can work 011 the
up-draft, cross-draft, or down-draft principle.
They are named after the course taken by the
air drawn into the generator for gas making. The
up-draft type introduces the air below whence it
is forced through the grate and fuel bed and is
taken off at the top of the chamber as producer
gas. The cross-draft type uses the "blacksmith's
tuyere" principle; the air is forced at a high
speed through a narrow tube directly into the
fuel bed, and the gas is removed on the opposite
side of the generator. In the down-draft gas
producer, air flows downward through the fuel
bed and the gas is taken off from the bottom
of the producer below the grate.

The down-draft type is generally used with
tarry fuels, the tar being broken down by the
air on its passage through the hot bed of fuel.

6

The cross-draft type is used with mineral fuels,
such as anthracite and coke. This generator op-
erates at about 3600° F, a higher temperature
than is used in other types. More clinker is formed
from mineral fuels, but they give higher accelera-
tion and quicker starting than other systems. The
up-draft unit is easy to operate; gives a slightly
better gas, and has lower consumption values,
Charcoal and low-temperature cokes are used for
fuel.

Since the gas carries dust and ashes with it
as it leaves the generator, filters and washers

-Courtesy Automotive and Aviation Industries

Low-pressure gas bag fitted on delivery t.ruck

must be installed; either the wet or dry-type
filter can be used. The dry-type cleaner conaists
of a cylinder or box fitted with baffle plates and
filter packs of wire wool. The wet types contain
oiled coke, porcelain rings, or wire-wool filters
which are designed so that the gas must flow
over the surface of oil and then over water in a
separate unit before reaching the engine.

Most of the producer equipment is constructed
of sheet steel. Corrosion of hoppers, coolers, and
filters is lessened by galvanizing and painting.
Grates and tuyeres are made of heat-resistant
semi-steel, and the generator is lined with a re-
fractory such as carborundum, magnesite, or fire
clay.

Fuel consumption varies with the type of
equipment used, but on the average, 15 pounds
of anthracite coal or 12 pounds of charcoal sup-
plies power equivalent to 1 gallon of gasoline.
On a 7000-mile test trip in Australia, the fuel
cost, using charcoal, amounted to $3.20 per 1,000
miles. Speeds as high as 50 miles per hour were
attained, and there was no operating trouble.

(Continued on Page 29)
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Electronic Control

Frallklin Maliek
E.E. '44

ELECTRON tubes are usually thought of as to the well dressed and shining kings of the trans-
radio tubes used in broadcast reception. Be- mitter. No delicate grids, slender filaments, or

cause of them, the world's best music is available bright glass for these; just elements of heavy
to everyone, ball games reach every barber shop, slugs of carbon in a steel case to handle the- heavy
and many evenings are made more enjoyable loads which they must carry.
through the entertainment they make possible. There is nothing fantastic or amazing about the

While broadcasting and communications are internal construction of tubes. Some sheet metal
the largest users of tubes, they are not the only for the plate, a few inches of fine wire for a grid,
way that tubes are affecting our lives. Consider a bit of tungsten for the filament, held in place
that were it not for tubes there would be no talk- in the glass container by mica spacers, and the
ing pictures, airplanes could not be turned out as whole supported in a bakelite base. The dimen-
rapidly, steel would not be of as high a quality, sions are those that have been found to work' by
and automobiles would not be built to travel so experience and are not any more accurately held
fast, to name only a few. Much of our present than those of a fine watch. True, many years of
technical advancement has been possible only be- research have been required to pick proper mat-
cause of measuring instruments using tubes. The erials and learn to fabricate them, but the final
list of uses would be endless and some of the feats result is quite simple.
they perform would astound the genie of Alad- The space between the parts in most tubes is
din's lamp. The imagination can hardly con- a high vacuum, hence the common term vacuum
ceive of tasks that cannot be partly accomplished tube. But not always is the space a vacuum; some
by means of tubes. tubes depend on gas in the inter-electrode space

The realm of fancy and mystery surrounding for their operation. The mercury vapor rectifiers
electron tubes is pleasant to consider, but a knowl- are an example of this.
edge of some of the actual details of their appli- As the name "electron tube" implies, electrons
cation will lead to a greater appreciation of their are involved in the operation. Electrons are the
possibilities. smallest division of matter known. Since they

The common radio tube is an electron tube, and carry an electric charge they constitute an electric
many of those used in household receivers are as current when in motion. An electron tube is one
complex as the device ever gets. Take a look
behind the cabinet of a receiver into the region These t1:ansmittin:u tubes are. part of the equipment:

. . . . supplytng 400 kiiouuitte of radio-f requencu current for
of shining glass and glowing filaments or Into the plywood bonding presses
less romantic territory of the dusty black knobs -Courtesy Electronic Industries

that are metal tubes. The outward appearance
of almost all tubes will be similar to those.

Inspect the transmitting tube, a big brother of
the little ones, at some amateur station. The back
of a transmitter is a beautiful sight in the dark,
some filaments a dull red, others a brilliant white,
plates with a cherry glow, each reflected in the
clear glass of all the others; the eery blue glow of
the mercury vapor rectifier tubes whose light iI1-

creases and decreases in intensity like the tones
of music. Listen to the tales of the many enjoy-
able conversations over thousands of miles that
these tubes have made possible. Is it any won-
der then that the "Ham" looks lovingly at them,
keeps them well polished, and saves them long
after their useful life is over. Yes, there is a
romantic side to the electron tube.

Industrial tubes wear overalls in comparison

WINTER, 1943



method of controlling the flow of these electrons
and thus change the magnitude of the current
flowing in the circuit. A switch or rotating ma-
chine will do the same thing, but these devices
require a much larger exp nditure of energy to
cause a given change and are much slower in their
action than electron tubes.

Electrons are boiled off from the heated fila-
ment and are attracted to the piece of sheet metal
called the plate. The number of electrons that
make this transit through free space is deter-
mined by the charge on the spiral wire called the
grid which attracts or repels electrons in much
the same way that a charged comb causes bits of
paper to fly off or come to it. Or more simply, the
properties of a tube are dependent on the electric
field through which the electrons pass. All tubes
work on this basis; the size being determined by
the current passed and the voltage on the plate,
and the type by the method of controlling the
electric field.

Electron tubes have five general functions: rec-
tification, oscillation, amplification, switching, and
the detection or production of light.

The electric current supplied by the power com-
panies is alternating current; it flows first in one
direction and then reverses and flows in the other
direction. The number of times this cycle of
directions is completed in one second is called the
frequency. For most power applications this
reversal occurs sixty times, so the frequency is

-Courtesy Electronic Industries

High-frequency induction brazing speeds the
production of anti-aircraft shells

8

-CourtEsy Electronic Industries

Simplicity of operation has been attained in this modern
equipment for high-frequency induction hardening

sixty cycles per second. This is in contrast to the
direct current, such as is produced by batteries,
which flows in the same direction all the time.

At times direct current is more desirable than
alternating current for a certain job. The change
is made by a type of tube called a rectifier which
is the simplest version of the electron tube.

For radio transmission and other uses, alter-
nating currents of frequencies much higher than
supplied by the power companies are needed, and
these are generated in tubes used as oscillators.

If it is desired to have an electrical signal such
as the currents set up by speech in a microphone,
reproduced exactly but at a much greater power,
a tube is used as an amplifier. The public address
system is a good example of amplification. The
microphone puts out a signal of one-hundredth
of a volt, which the amplifier boosts to an identical
reproduction at one hundred volts or more.

A switch is a means of opening a circuit in
which a current is flowing or closing a circuit so
a current can flow. Certain types of tubes per-
form this function, but use an electrical impulse
instead of a mechanical motion to initiate the
change. The thyratron and ignitron are tubes
of this type.

The phototube will change the current through
it when the intensity of light falling on it changes,
.hence it is a detector of light. It is this tube that
is used in interpreting the sound track 011 motion
picture film. The tubes in which pictures are
traced on a fluorescent screen may be considered
as producing light as their useful output.

The ability of electron tubes to operate in these
five ways or in combinations of them is the basis

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



on which all their miracles are performed.
Instruments employing electron tubes have the

advantage over most other methods of measure-
ment of having very little effect on the perform-
ance of the unit on which measurements are to be
taken. This is possible because of the amplifying
properties of the tube.

One excellent example of an electronic instru-
ment is the Strobotac which is used to measure
the rotational speed of machinery, vibration, or
to observe any recurring phenomena. It is not a
complicated device as might be expected, but is
completely portable and as easy to use as -a flash-
light. In fact, a flashing light is exactly what it
is; the number of flashes per minute being vari-
able. If the machine being observed reaches the
same position every time the light flashes on, it
will appear to stand still. When this occurs, the
speed is read directly from the dial which deter-
mines the frequency of the flashes. Thus the speed
of a motor can be determined without the slightest
possibility of applying a load to it and slowing it
down. This is of extreme importance in testing
small direct current motors for aircraft use where
an ordinary speed measuring instrument would
have considerable effect.

Perhaps the most interesting of all electronic
instruments is the oscillograph; the gadget with

--._~.'----_.-
-Courtesy Electronics

One of two presses utilizing radio-frequency power to
speed up plywood bonding. Generating equipment

is located in the balcony above the press.

the picture tube which draws pretty green lines
all by itself when you talk into the microphone.
But entertaining the public in theatre lobbies is
an insignificant accomplishment in comparison
to what this device does in aiding research in all
lines of work.

Effectively it does very much the same thing
as the Strobotac; it makes rapidly occurring
events seem to occur slowly so that they can be
studied. Any effect which can be converted into
an electrical impulse can be made to draw a pic-
ture on the screen. By analyzing the picture it is
possible to see what is happening in the device
being tested. Photographs of the images enable
a detailed comparison to be made between images
that are on the screen at different times and thus
a complete study of the characteristics of the unit
being tested can be made.

The picture is traced by a beam of electrons
which strike the material of the screen and cause
it to fluoresce and thus give visible light. A mat-
erial which gives a green light is used because this
material gives the brightest light for a given
excitation. It also happens that the human eye is
more sensitive to that shade of green than to any
other color. This gives a double advantage to the
green screen.

There is no field of work where the oscillograph
has not been of benefit. For instance, it is being
used to indicate the presence of flaws beneath the
surface of steel, to record the characteristics of a
flash of lightning, to determine the cause of noise
in an internal combustion engine, and to record
the electrical impulses set up in the brain and
heart in their operation. Truly this is a versatile
instrument.

One electronic instrument recently developed
for compiling data on the B-19, the world's largest
plane, is capable of recording changes in tempera-
ture and pressure at the rate of 144 readings every
three to four minutes throughout various parts
of the plane. This is faster than three or four men
could do the job.

9
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-Courtesy Westinghouse

A light beam and a phototube guard this punch-press
operator' 8 hands
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Electron tubes are not limited to the small plywood to be cured is placed in a high-frequency
powers that go with radio receivers or transmit- electric field generated by electron tubes. The
ters as is exemplified by their use as rectifiers to molecules of the material are set into rapid motion
supply the direct current required for the pro- and heat is generated directly in the wood where
duction of aluminum, copper, zinc, and chlorine, it is desired. This has cut the time required for
which are being used in tremendous quantities in curing from several hours to several minutes. The
war production. process is exactly the same as the generation of

A typical installation for aluminum manufac- artificial fever by diathermy equipment in doc-
ture will rectify 60,000 kilowatts. This is equal to tors' offices.
about ten per cent of the power consumed in the Induction heating is also used in producing
city of Cincinnati. One hundred forty-four sep- small quantities of high-quality alloy steels, in
arate mercury arc rectifiers, called "tanks," are heat treating parts difficult to process in any other
used to make the change. To call these six-foot way, and in certain types of welding.
high mammoths "tubes" would be stretching the The conversion of electrical energy to sound
word a little too far, but nevertheless they are is put to use in one odd way. Suspended matter

-Ccurtesy Electronic Industries

Copper pipes and plates are used with "high-powerr" tubes to generate
ultrcL-high frequency current»

truly electronic in their operation. So superior in smoke or fog can be precipitated by high-
is this method of conversion to rotating equip- frequency sound vibrations of about 17,000 cycles
ment that new installations of the latter are rare. per second. Most people cannot detect sounds
Subway trains also run on direct current obtained above 15,000 cycles per second. This means that
by means of rectifiers, but there, the power re- the sound waves cannot be heard, but this is prob-
quirements are small compared to those of the ably a good thing because the high powers required
electrochemical industry. for precipitation would make an unbearable racket

Plywood is becoming a more widely used mate- if they were at audible frequencies.
rial every year as improvements are made on its Probably in no other type of application does
properties. The major development in recent the electron tube find so many varied uses. At
years has been the use of plastic resins to impreg- present, tubes are at work on such jobs as detect-
nate wood. These resins require heat to make ing pinholes in rubberized canvas, remote control
them flow into the grain of the wood. One way of camera focus, indicating the level of liquids,
to apply this heat is to bake the material in exter- indicating the progress of a "blow" on a Bessemer
nally heated presses; but since the material itself converter used in steel processing, sorting rock
is such a poor conductor of heat the process is a salt, steering a ship on a course, and maintaining
slow and expensive one. In a new method, the constant temperature in steel furnaces.

(Continued on Page 30)
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A Work@r In Hungary

J. BenjalDin Horvay
E.E.'44

The author was born in Budapest, H·u'ngary, mer. He will have no more than four grades
in 1919. During and after his high school years of schooling and he will never see a bathroom.
he took active part in international youth orqcmi- Czechoslovakia is the only country in Eastern
zations as a member of the Hungarian delegation Europe which has an industry in any way similar
to the Rumanian, Netherland, Lithuanian, and to that of America. The Moravian textile fac-
Latvian Boy Scout Jamborees. After graduating tories and the "Bata" shoe factories in Slovakia
from high school in 1937, he made a living as a are comparable with similar plants in America.
worker in one of the largest electrical momufac- The "Skoda" works are the largest armament
turing companies of Eastern Europe. But desiring shops in Eastern Europe. This plant supplied
a free education he came to the United States Rumania and Yugoslavia with all their war mate-
during war torn fall of 1940 by precarious means, rials prior to the Munich pact.
'via Yugoslavia, Greece, Italy, Gibraliar, and Por- Hungary's machine industry made great pro-
tugal. Two weeks after his arrival he entered gress between the First and the Second World
the University of Cincinnati with practically no Wars, supplying, for example, the entire Balkan
knowledge of the English language. After a few Peninsula with railroad equipment. When the
months of struggling with such difficulties, he Germans began to absorb the Hungarian market,
not only became one of the most popular members Hungary entered into a trade agreement with
of his class, but he was selected as a member of Egypt and some of the South American countries.
Eta Kappa Nu, honorary electrical enqineerinq But the Hungarian, Rumanian, Yugoslavian, and
[roternitu, and at present he is a very efficient Bulgarian industries have very little in common
social organizer in the student activities of the with American industry.
A.I.E.E. During a period of three years, I was employed

by the Telephone Co., Ltd., (Telejongyar R. T.),
THERE are many who will disagree with the in Budapest, Hungary. The Telephone Factory

statements made in this paper. Particularly, is one of the largest electrical manufacturing
those who have traveled in the countries involved
before the outbreak of the war. They enjoyed
the Prater of Vienna, liked the Hungarian wine,
and admired the Rumanian women. They saw
Vienna and Budapest and, perhaps, undertook a
trip to one of the exclusive resorts in the Car-
pathian Mountains or at the Black Sea. They
met the rich and highly educated people, drank
champagne in the night clubs, saw horse races,
royal guards, and summer operas. Certainly these
people would not believe that twenty per cent of
Rumania's population is illiterate; that Bulgarian
towns with several thousand inhabitants have
no electricity; or that there are three times as
many automobiles in Cincinnati, Ohio, than ill -Cuts Courtesy The Bridge of Eta Kappa Nu

entire Hungary with its 10,000,000 population. The Author (near bottom of picture) with European
The Danube basin is one of the world's richest Immigrants-Portugal in background

territories, but the great majority of the people companies in Eastern Europe. When I left Buda-
exist there under miserable conditions. pest two years ago, approximately 2500 workers

In the United States the standard of living of were employed. Before the war started, mass
farmer, worker, and white collar man is approxi- production was unknown. The company manu-
mately the same. In Eastern Europe there is an factured washing machines, movie projectors, ice
enormous difference between country life and city skates, radio sets, traffic lights, railroad equip-
life. A. farmer's son has less than one chance ment, slide rules, and a wide variety of other
in a hundred to become anything else than a far- articles. After the outbreak of the war, we sup-
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Hungary's only dam (on Raba River)

plied the Hungarian Army with radios, telephones,
etc. With the exception of hand grenades, how-
ever, nothing was produced on a production line.

Hungary has four universities, but only Buda-
pest has an engineering college. There is no sep-
arate electrical engineering department. Those
who desire to become electrical engineers must
take mechanical engineering. Many of the coun-
try's electrical engineers obtained their higher
education in Berlin, Zurich, and Vienna. After
graduating from high school, I did not have either
the money or the intention for taking mechanical
engineering. I decided that until the opportunity
arrived to study in a foreign country, I would learn
a trade. To the great disappointment of my rela-
tives, and especially my girl friends, I became an
apprentice. To be a worker in Eastern Europe
is similar to being a negro slave in pre-Civil war
times. Although there is nothing wrong about
being a worker, he is part of a class group-an
undesirable class.

There were 160 apprentices working in the
Telephone Factory. Since I was the only one
with a high school education, I enjoyed quite a
reputation. In Eastern Europe there are rela-
tively less high school graduates than college
graduates in this country. The high tuition fee
demanded in high schools is the basic reason.

In Hungary a state examination must be taken
to become a skilled labor. Furthermore, a three-
year training period as an apprentice is required.
During these three years the worker-to-be must
attend trade school twice every week. A high
school education, however, shortens the training
period to one year instead of three. The trade
'school is free and is supported by the govern-
ment. The following courses are required: reli-
gion and ethics, electricity, industrial bookkeep-
ing, drawing, technology, and technology labora-
tory. Technology laboratory was the best, as this
course covered bench-work, lathe, shaper, and
milling machine operations. The instructors were
all college graduates, but the level of the theoreti-
cal classes was quite low and very few students
had more than four grades of schooling.

12

In the Telephone Factory my first wage was
one cent per hour. For the first few weeks my
only duty was to supply the workers with food
and drinks from a nearby restaurant. Later, I
began to work at the bench. I was quite honored
when a couple of months later they put me on
lathes, milling machines, and shapers. Most of the
machines were German made, but I also worked
on quite a few English and American-made ma-
chines. I operated a Cincinnati-made shaper with·-
out even knowing where Cincinnati was located.
At the end of my year as an apprentice, I made
five cents per hour. When the date of the appren-
tice examination was approaching, I began to

\ "E h tiwork on my "master-work. ac appren Ice
must build something to submit at the examina-
tion. I constructed a loud-speaker. Every screw
and bolt, even the windings, were hand-made.

Finally then I received an assistant's certifi-
cate, my salary jumped to 10 cents per hour, and
when I left my country two years later, I was
paid 25 cents per hour. That was a darn good
pay. The most a worker ever can make is about
35 cents per hour. Those without assistant's
certificates never can go higher than 15 cents per
hour. Girls usually make 8 to 10 cents per hour.
(These figures indicate actual money values.)
Naturally, it is difficult to live recently on so
little; and out of 2500 workers,none had a car
or an electric refrigerator. Very few are able
to provide a high school education for their
children.

I had one opportunity that only very few East-
ern Europeans enjoy-traveling. Having been in
Holland and Northern Europe I learned what
higher living standards mean. Returning to Hun-
gary I became dissatisfied with the conditions,
and finally, when I got my assistant's certificate,
I joined a labor union. Labor unions are quite

The Danube and the Royal Palace in Budapest

different over there than in this country. They
are political organizations. In Hungary the lar-
g'est labor union is associated with the Social
Democratic party. It is practically the only organi-

c Continued on Page 28)
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How Do You Bate As •••
Sidney Rindsherg

Ch.E. '43

A.Popular Professor? A Student llpple Polisher?
WHAT answers do you give to the following N0W, at last, it can be revealed; how to gain the

queries, which reveal your index of student inside track with your favorite prof. Several
popularity? Can you honestly answer no to all well-known professors, having passed their apti-
of these questions? Ten no's rate you a super- tude test with perfect scores, have consented to
professor! Eight or nine permit you to bum cig- let the befuddled co-ops in on the secret of how
arettes from the class. Five to seven allow you to be "Teacher's Pet." If you can answer no to
to stroll into the room without cringing. Three all of these questions, then you are well on your
or four put you in a class by yourself (literally way; eight or nine no's allow you to sit in the
speaking). Two is average. Less than two is defi- front row without blushing. With five to seven,
nitely stinko. Find out once and for all what your you are still on the safe side. Unless you can pass
students think of you! every quiz, two to four no's is a bad omen. Less

----- than two puts you up the proverbial creek with-
1 D . t l ltd th out a paddle. Do your professors enjoy your

. 0 you come 0 c ass a e an en " . .
expect students to stay af ter the company In class? FInd out now, before It IS
bell so you can finish the lecture? too late!

1. Do you breeze into class twenty
2. Do you save yourself effort by minutes late and then look hurt

usinf! the blackboard as little as if the professor glares at you?
poseiblei

2. Since early classes prevent you
[rom. having breakfast in bed, do

3. When you do use the board, do you try the next best thing and
you write in your own personal finish your breakfast in class?
set of hieroglyphics? .

3. Do you refuse to study for a qusz
and then complain loud and long

4. Do you stand directly in front of uih.en. grades are announced?
the writing and then erase it be- 4. On mornings after the night be-
fore any?~e has a chance to see fore, do you invariably catch up
or copy ~t. on your sleep in class with your

feet propped up in the professor's
5. Do you start quizzes 'late but re- face?

fuse to extend them one minute 5. Do you make it a point to write
past the bell? quizzes and reports in an uninie':

ligible scrawl on the roughest
paper available?

6. Do you give your lectures in a
monotone dull enough to cure the 6. If caught unprepared, d? you at-
worst case of insomnia? tempt t? conceal your umorance

by holdtng forth heatedly and at
great length on p?t>actically any

7. Do you insist that reports be subject that comes .to mind~, ~his
turned in exactly on time, but fail ~s commonly descrt,~ed as sltng-
to grade them until weeks later? ~ng the (censored).

7. Do you try to show the professor
8. When you lecture, do you make that. you kno1!J more than ~e does

your students ner1;OUS by pacing by 1,nterrup't~ng and a:gu~ng at
back and forth like a caged lion~? every poseible opp,ortuntty?

8. Do you fascinate the class with
. large, intricate doodles, and then

9. Do you lull your students into a refuse to show them to the pro-
sense of false security by ioorlcuu) [eseor?
sim.ple examples in class, and then .
turn around and give killers on 9. Do you use the front row as a con-
quizzes? venient place to study for a quiz

in S01ne other course?

10. (This is the cardinal sin!) Do 10. Are you tensely poise.d one min-
you give unannounced quizze:? ute before the. bell uriih. hat and

coat on and cuioretie and match.
in hand?

If you have come this far without any "yes" If you have come this far with all "yes" an-
answers, then you are automatically elected life swers, then you have the privilege of joining the
member of the S.P.C.A. (Super Professors Con- F.R.A. (Faculty Hecklers Association). As a
gress of America). Membership carries with it member in good standing, you are entitled to a
the privilege of walking through the COOPERATIVE nasty look from each professor you meet during
ENGINEER office in complete safety. school hours.
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Kurt M.Weisbaeher
c. E. '43

Hiver~ Stag Awag E'roHlMg Boor

"SNAKE-EYES" in craps occur very seldom.
By laws of chance, one out of thirty-six

rolls of the dice should produce a pair of "ones."
However, events often occur to the contrary; i. e.,
"two aces" can occur several times in succession or
never show up for what seems like an eternity.
Laws of chance are cited to compare them with

the frequency of major floods. Man has become
scientific enough to predict rainfall, to calculate
its run-off, to prophesy river stages, and, in his
more relaxed moments, even to weigh his chances
at dice. Yet with all these studies, nature is too
perplexing for us to predict with certainty the
occurrence and frequency of either "craps" or
floods.
In 1937 the Ohio Valley experienced that "one-

out-of-thirty-six-chances" calamity in having a
major flood. By the law of averages another such
disaster should not occur for decades. Notwith-
standing, Uncle Sam is playing it safe all along
the rivers from Pittsburgh to New Orleans. The
Tennessee Valley Authority, the Kentucky and
Ohio rivers are receiving a lot of his attention.
Who knows but that 1943 might again be a year
of high water? With vital war industry in the

Fig. l-A dia.qrtim.of Mill Creek Valley
protection works
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basins it is only a reasonable precaution to hold
off the mighty elements from again inundating
large areas.

Ceologic Background
Geologists tell us that thousands of years ago

the Licking River in Kentucky, now entering the
Ohio River at Cincinnati, flowed northerly in the
present Mill Creek Valley toward the old aban-
doned Ohio River Valley in the vicinity of Winton
Place or thereabouts. This change, of course,
occurred before the last two glacial ages, and the
exact conditions existing at that time are now a
~atter of conjecture. At any rate, the present
direction of the Mill Creek Valley is relatively
y~ung and unchanged when compared geologically
with the many epochs preceding its formation.
W?ile previously the valley bed was the major
tr ibutary to the stream of this general region,
It now serves only a comparatively small area
(165 square miles). The huge quantities of water
that flowed here at one time account for the wide
Mill Creek channel. Notwithstanding, this expan-
sive river-bed has now outlived its purpose and
only recently served as a luring trap for many
industries that could not foresee the treachery
of this lowland.

Economic Background
The insignificant age of the city of Cincinnati,

as measured by known time standards, cannot
be compared to the millions of years required to
mold the topography of the region. Beginning
with the settlement of "Losantiville" in 1788, it
was from an economical standpoint and as a mat-
ter of convenience that the growth of the city
extended where ideal expansion and transporta-
tion facilities existed. The pioneers noted the wide
expanse of the Mill Creek Valley but were, no
doubt, unaware of the reason for its existence
or its true physiography. Gradual developments,
which are characteristic throughout extensive ex-
pansion, resulted in the growth of a city the size
of Cincinnati, 50 per cent of whose industries are
largely in this pre-glacial valley.
Centering of these activities is not a result of

extensive planning but comes from the greed and
ignorance of mankind, although such a remark
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Fig. 2-View looking south from upper deck of Eighth
Street Viaduct directly over the Mill Creek previous

to any improvement

is a matter of hind-sight and not of fore-sight.
The settlement is, perhaps, mostly a matter of
man's taking chances in order to meet existing
conditions; yet the amount of development is so
vast that perhaps the chances were well taken,

In January, 1937, there occurred at Cincinnati in
the Ohio River Basin, the greatest flood ever re-
corded. Twenty million dollars of damage resulted,
most of which could readily be proportioned to
the Mill Creek Valley area because of its vast
industrial development.-Fourteen lives were lost
in the struggle.-The elements of chance had been
taken, and in our life time we have witnessed
the result of poor planning.

Daniel Meade, the noted engineering authority,
stated that such mistakes are, in a sense, due to
man's inability to appreciate nature's action and
to recognize that during certain intervals or per-
iods river valleys were subjected to maximum
discharges resulting from heavy rainfall. When
the amount of damage permitted to occur is com-
pared with preventive measures against recur-
rence, it has been found through engineering
studies that protection is feasible. Most of the
damage during the 1937 flood did not result from
waters tributary to Mill Creek, but came from
backwaters of the Ohio River. Water, seeking
its own level, naturally occupied the extensive
area of Mill Creek Valley, which had once been
occupied by the ancestral Licking River.

Since 1937, when the greatest inundation ever
recorded, descended upon the citizens or inhabi-
tants of the region around Cincinnati, exhaustive
studies have been undertaken by the War Depart-
ment, under whose jurisdiction the prevention of
such calamities is vested. As a consequence, the
U. S. Engineer's Office has arrived at a feasible
solution and has endeavored to construct a possi-
ble means of protection. Several years were spent
in the investigations, and several years in the
design of this protection. Several years more-
if uninterrupted-will, no doubt, accomplish what

WINTER, 943

has already been programmed and will utilize the
equipment already fabricated and awaiting in-
stallation.

The local protection work will stretch along
both sides of the Ohio River. Whenever the entire
program is completed, there will be floodwalls or
levees near each shore of the Ohio in the down-
town section; i. e., Evans Street to Burns Street
in Cincinnati, and Taylor Creek Bottoms, New-
port, to Western Avenue, Covington. The design-
ing of the walls was comparatively simple, yet
what complicated layout was the retention of Ohio
River backwater from the Mill Creek Valley.

This challenge was met as follows: as shown
in Figure 1, a "discharge bay" for the creep can,
in case of aflood, be blocked off against backwater
by means of a removable bulkhead, thus establish-
ing a leak-proof river channel downtown. Of
course, drainage of the Mill Creek Valley must
yet be provided for; or else rain water and sewage
would accumulate north of the floodwall, causing
as much disaster as backwater. Design calls for
immediate installation of six pumps, operating
against a 29-foot head, to "lift" water over the
floodwall into a swollen Ohio River.

The contract for this $8,350,000 project was
awarded to the Ferd Robers Construction Co.
and the La Crosse Dredging Corp. by the U. S.
Engineers. The contractors furnish all but the
pumps, motors, and their accessories for the pro-
ject, which is located at the old bed of the Mill
Creek between Eighth Street Viaduct and Sixth
Street Viaduct, and agreed to complete the work
by October, 1943.

Anyone crossing West Eighth Street Viaduct
can see in progress the completion of the Mill
Creek Discharge Bay. There are no high fences
to exclude those of us who like to watch con-
struction in progress; and who does not like to
observe a big crane swinging a bucket of concrete
in place, or gaze on as a pile-driving crew assists
in sinking a huge concrete pile into the soil as if

Fig. 3-General view, looking southeast, showing cofferdam,
diversion channel, and some piles driven under

Discharge Bay
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Fig. 4-View looking south at downstream arm of coffer-
dam after washout. Pile driver's crane, in center,

was not removed in time.

it were just a large pencil?
The first work was done on the Discharge Bay

in 1941. In order to carryon construction ill the
creek bed, a large "cofferdam" was erected in
box-like fashion. As may be seen in Figure 3,
the dam stretched from the high railroad embank.
ment across the creek, downstream 500 feet, and
back into the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad bridge
abutment. To discharge the Mill Creek, whose
bed was dammed up, the existing seven-foot Mill
Creek Sanitary Sewer was opened at the north
and south end of the dam to receive rain water
run-off from the creek. The sewer, however, is too
small for storm run-off": so a diversion channel
was prepared to the west of the project. With all
these precautions, and although the dam was
fairly high, there were two floodings of the pro-
ject in the winter of 1941-1942 with subsequent
losses to the contractor, the result of which can
be seen in Figure- 4.

The discharge bay itself is made of reinforced
concrete and when finished will look like a con-
fined, box-like conduit. The dimensions at the
narrow north end are 40 feet wide at base and
top and 70 feet high from creek bed to top deck.
Top elevation of Discharge Bay and floodwalls
will be 512.0 feet above sea level, which will pro-
tect the valley against an 83 foot flood. The high-
water level in 1937 was 509 feet, or 3 feet lower
than the proposed protection works.

A heavily reinforced 7 to 10.5 foot thick bottom
slab rests on 25 to 40 feet long concrete bearing
piles. Fender walls at each side, which can be
seen in Figure 6, are 230 feet long and 7 to 15
feet thick. A 3.5 foot thick top deck stretches
across between the two fender walls.

In order" to dam up the bay during Ohio River
floods, a combination steel and wood bulkhead
will be inserted at the north end. Sections of
bulkhead will be lifted into place by a movable
crane operating on the top deck of the Discharge
Bay. These inserts will fit loosely into a recess
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built into the fender walls, but water pressure
against the bulkhead will make a tight seal on
the Mill Creek side of the slots, so as not to cause
leaking.

When the bulkhead is in place, Mill Creek drain-
age will pass westward toward the Pump Station,
as seen in the diagram. The brick and concrete
pump structure is 270 feet wide and extends 100
feet toward the Ohio River. It is supported by
1100 battered piles. Some of these were sloped
toward the north and others toward the south
so as to resist high water against either the Ohio
or the Mill Creek face of the structure.

The Pump Station contains most of the elec-
trical equipment provided for six stationary-blade
pumps. The structure will be the largest ever built
for its purpose, as will be each of the individual
pumps. Each was designed by Westinghouse to
pump against a 29 foot head, 1500 cubic feet per
second of water, or 9000 cubic feet per second
total. At this huge capacity, the University of
Cincinnati's Nippert Stadium would be pumped
out within fifteen minutes. Of course, pumps will
not be taxed to this limit most of the time. Thus
while some of the pumps will be idle, the Ohio
River flood waters will be kept from backing into
the forebay by means of radial gates on the dis-
charge conduits. An 11 foot diameter "pump-
bell" (conduit) leads to each pump. The 15 inch
diameter shafts from motors to pumps weigh
11 tons each. A simple installation of 7000 horse
power, l80-R.P.M., synchronous speed motors will
be made so that inexperienced help will run into
little trouble. Should more pump units be re-
quired in the future, three additional pumps may
be installed in spaces provided, boosting capacity
to 13,500 cubic feet per second.

Foundations and Piling
Previous to construction much investigation

was undertaken to ascertain first what the under-
ground was made of, and secondly, how much
"bearing" the foundations could resist. Test holes
were dug, and, based on the results of these find-
ings, the number of piling for various structures
was then decided.

Piling is used in construction wherever the
unreinforced foundation is too weak to support a
structure. This was the case at Mill Creek. Piling
was of the octagonal, reinforced concrete type
with lengths varying from 25 feet in hard ground
to 40 feet in soft places, as shown in Figure 6.

Only brief mention will be given secondary
construction. Two roadways, as shown, will lead
to the site. The north one will rest on piers, de-
signed not only as a means of support, but also as
strainers for flood debris. Sewers will be rerouted,
all to exit through Mill Creek. Huge retaining
walls and part of the floodwall were put up in
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30-foot monoliths. Rip-rap and derrick stone pave
forebay and tailbay. Auxiliary pumps were con-
tinually in operation during construction to dis-
pense with the ever-present groundwater. Exca-
vation and backfill in total will amount to 380,000
cubic yards. Two bridges were used only for
construction purposes. Twenty-two hundred tons
of steel were needed in reinforcing bars, while
structural steel amounts to 475 tons. IT. S. ·Engi-
neer inspectors supervise mixing and pouring of
45,000 cubic yards of concrete from the Richter
Company. Layout and alignment is handled by
two able surveyors' crews.

The Need of Flood Protection

It has become common knowledge through edi-
torials and publicity announced in the Cincinnati
papers, that curtailment of activities because of
a decision of the War Production Board to elimi-
nate all "unessential" construction-Le., "unes-
sential to the war effort"~ has been applied to
the Mill Creek Barrier Dam. It is hard to estab-
lish a definite and comprehensive understanding
of what such a term as "war effort" means. The
elements of chance have already entered into the
development of conditions leading up to the
present flood control project; and those same
elements of chance, if explained, can be attributed
to the war effort, mainly as a matter of supposi-
tion. Assume now that in 1937 there was such
a flood as recorded; this means that it is entirely
possible that a similar flood is again in the offing.
When occurrences of floods are reduced into fre-
quencies based on available data, such frequencies
do not mean that once in a hundred years a certain
flood will occur. These are only probabilities but
are not certainties ..

Applying such deductions to the Mill Creek
project, .now under construction and subject to
curtailment or suspension of activities, there is
no one capable or. prophetic enough to foresee the

Fig. 6-View, looking upstream on Mill Creek Discharge
Bay, showing progress of work by .September, 1942.

Note concrete being poured on west wall.

possibilities of a recurrence of the 1937 disaster.
Based on the frequency of once in a hundred years,
or even once in five hundred years, which is plainly
questionable, recurrent conditions are entirely
possible, as man has never assembled enough
scientific data in the past to dispute these possi-
bilities. The question now resolves itself not into
whether curtailment is necessary because of con-
sumption of vital materials and the necessary
labor to construct this work, but to the possibility
of an unforeseen recurrence of a flood comparable
to the 1937 disaster. This in itself would spell
doom to the local military effort.

It is estimated by authoritative sources that
loss to this community in 1937 was twenty million
dollars. Translate this catastrophe into war-time
conditions! Not only would millions be lost ill
property, when they are direly needed for our war
effort, but also this amount would have to be
reproduced, which in itself might be impossible.
Furthermore, manpower, which would be idle
during the flood, could not be used anywhere else.
Machine tool and chemical plants, .both indis-
pensable to the war effort, would again be inun-
dated by a major flood. What is more, much time
would be lost in reconditioning war machinery
that should not be idle an instant.

Many figures on potential losses could be cited,
but such calculations are hypothetical and ·Ull.

necessary as it is a well-known fact that a flood
under war conditions would tie up this entire
part of the country, not only in production but
also in transportation. (Union Terminal tracks
were under 8 feet of water in 1937.) These losses
would be so staggering that "military campaigns
lost" might well be the price to be paid for negli-
gence.

To date the major labor consideration amounts
to construction of Pump Station sub-structure and
super-structure, together with installation of
pump equipment and motors. Men who perform
this work are at hand. Should this project be

(Continued on' Page 28)
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Fig. 5-View, looking northnoeet, show'ing piling layout
under future floodwall footings,. the Discharge Bay

is partially completed (left center)
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HENS' E,GGS-B.OMBERS' EGGs •••both ,are bombs, bullets, guns, tanks, planes, ships!
\ neede~ for VIctory. And both ~~e s~m- Backing up the men and women working for
boIs of Allis-Chalmers all-out participation Victory in our plants are Allis-Chalmers en-
in the Nation's war effort! gineers in the field. They are helping manu-

From Allis-Chalmers plants come more facturers produce more-not just with new
than 1,600 different capital goods products... machines, but with machines now on hand!

- Tractors and other farm equipment whick Allis-Chalmers past experience is vital to
help feed the U.S.A. and the United Nations! the Nation now. Its present experience will

-Mining equipment, electrical equipment, be invaluable after th~ war to help produc~
pumps, turbines, drives ... the greatest variety of more and better peacetimegoodsforeveryone!
machinery in the world to help manufaoture ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. Co., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Allis-Chalmers Equipment Helps
Produce Food for the Nation and

Bombs to Blast the Axis!

)

EGGS •••ON TOAST OR·
\

- -------------. _..-
TO KYO:I.4. VICTORY NEWS

Rosiclare, 111.-91Allis-Chalmers motors
constitute the major portion of a connected
load of close to 1,000 hp driving the new
fluorspar mill of the Mahoning Mining
Company here.

The efficient layout of flexible motors
and drives is largely responsible for the
plant's record production of high-grade
fluorspar zinc-lead ore. Throughout the
mill, the Allis-Chalmers motors operate
dump hoppers, flotation, cells, vibrators,
kilns, pumps and many other machines.

__ -" __ lL4iliPfNliiI"" _ .. ~.. tI·.~.=~ __ ••••

"We're Buying and Building;II'an' A-C
workman tellsMGM bond rally starlets,
as he machines a Navy propeller shaft!

Milwaukee, WiS.-The "feed-ba~k"
system, which utilizes 85% of theen'~r-
mous power expended in breaking in air-
craft engines on test stands, has been
adopted by Buick in its new plant in a
mid-western city.

The new engines are connected by flex-
ible shaft couplings to water-cooled mag-
netic couplings, which transmit power to
1200 kva synchronous generators .

Allis-Chalmers alternating current units
are at work here. They not only help to
crank the new engines, but they also oper-
ate as current absorption-type dynamo-
meters-receiving power from the aircraft
engine, turning it into electrical energy
and feeding it back into the line. This test
set-up provides a high percentage of the
power required by this company's manu-
facturing operations.

FOR'VICTORY
Buy United 'States War Bonds

~-c Equipment helps pr~duce both steel;1 and explosive charge for demolition bombs
, like the one here.

~ \A-C Plants are
casting and fin-
ishing industrial
machinery at a

, record rate!
......... _~.~.~~ .......•..•.......•..........•.•. _._ .. --

,. ~. IIiS-Ch~lI.m. er.s tractors ~d gr~~- I
mg equipment are helping build
military roads and airports.

~~~ ~I"" ~~~t~ ~~ 1,x •. rMil. ~ .. m~ '~... ~'.~~ =-:t'·1l~1J,l.\\\·"~ ~~~
. ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ II.' -fJ'. 1111I. ~:.. MIf""''''IIft''~/,tItt''Jn.JbII/~'''~ • -:.'r..,.

ELECTRICAL STEAM AND MOTORS & TEXROPE ENGINESAND CENTRIFUGAL~ CRUSHING,CEMENT & BOILER FEED POWER FARMING INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS
EQUIPMENT HYDRAULICTURBINES V·BB.T DRIVES CONDENSERS P~MPS MINING MACHINERY WATER SERVICE MACHINERY & ROADMACHINERY



lack of satisfaction or happiness on an insuffi-
cient amount of wealth and hence continues in the
same channel indefinitely, never realizing that his
mind is leading him ever farther from his goal.

In moments of despondence, men sometimes
think of the "good old days," when life was much
more simple, and when, it appears from a distance,
men were happier. However, a return to such
times would be no solution, for few modern men
could be satisfied with the meager existence of
those days. It is true that we have lost much
that they possessed in the way of 'strength of
spirit and the ability to be happy under adverse
circumstances, To that extent we would profit
by returning to such a life. '

I-Iowever, there should be no' insurmountable
obstacle to the development of such attitudes in
the modern man. This has been demonstrated in
some cases, and many people 'agree to the wisdom
of such a course. Yet we are so bound by mental
habits and attitudes that we cannot change, even
though we know we would profit greatly by so
doing. We realize that success is a matter of
achieving a useful life and a reasonable- amount
of happiness, yet we continue to judge ourselves
by the amount of wealth we have accumulated ..
We know that happiness is determined within the
individual,yet we appraise it in dollars and cents,
entertainment experienced, or pleasures known.
In the fear that our minds cannot accomplish the
necessary adjustment we recoil from the truth
that a man who cannot be happy under his present
circumstances, unless they are unusually bad, is
not likely to be much happier when things are
better. We forget that each' new accomplishment
or acquisition will introduce us to new worries,
fears, and' uncertainties; but instead think-that
if we can shake off our present shackles of
anxiety, we shall be free. Thus, we add to our
unhappiness by too much concern about improving
our lot. If we could but adapt our thinking to
the point where we would enjoy life as it is, we
would release untold amounts of energy and men-
tal capacity from the bonds of worry, and soon
surprise ourselves by the magnitude of our ac-
complishments and our greatly increased enjoy-
ment of life.

THE COOPERATIVE. ENGINEER

AS we approach the end of a period of intensive,
specialized mental training, ,we think of all

the discoveries and developments man has made
by the use of his mental powers. We observe the
marvelous technical and cultural accomplishments
of our age, and, while we admit that there are
many flaws in their application, we are firm in the
belief that eventually the combined mentalfacul-
ties of mankind will be focused on these problems
until they are solved; then war, poverty, illiteracy,

'and other social maladjustments will be elimi-
nated. All in all, we are fairly well satisfied with
the results, actual or expected, of human thought,

Yet, in general, man has made 'little headway
in using his mind to accomplish what he desires
most-happiness. Rather, he has let it alienate
him farther and farther from his ultimate goal.
True, he has developed many devices to increase
his pleasure or, enjoyment, but the additional
problems introduced by these things have so in-
creased the perplexity of modern life that man
does not know which way to turn to find his happi-
ness. Consequently, he constantly turns from one
thing to another, from one form of entertainment
to a new one, from one thrill to a greater one,
always searching, groping for the elusive some-
thing which will satisfy his need.

His preoccupation withthe production of mate-
rial things has led man to judge his success by the
amount of physical wealth he is able to accumu-
late, or the position he occupies in the opinion of
those who have accumulated much wealth. Nat-
urally, the goal varies according to the amount
of money the individual possesses; but the unfor-
tunate thing is that once a man develops that
tendency, he seldom, if ever, reaches a point at
which he is satisfied. .He is inclined to blame his
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P-rio-r to initiation into Tau Beta Pi,
honorary engineering fraternity, each
prospective member is required to write
an essay dealing with some subject re-

I lated to engineering. A committee of
student members selected this essay as
the 'best of those submitted by the
December initiates.

Mun~ The Master of His Mind

Robert 'L. Winston'
Ch.E. '43

TAfJ BET,A PI PRIZE I~SSA¥
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WHICH would gou vote "most likelg to succeed?
"The Aircraft Warning System gives a single in its operation requires the fast, accurate
plane on ground alert the equivalent strik.ing communication of the telephone.
power of 16 planes on air patrol." This start- This is just one of the many wartime jobs
ling statement comes from England. that are keeping telephone lines busier than

Our country's Aircraft Warning Service - ever before. To help us keep lines clear for
quite similar to England's-keeps a constant vital military and industrial calls, please
check on the flight of all aircraft. Should the avoid using Long Distance to war activity
need arise, it is prepared to send fighter planes centers unless the call is urgent. And please
aloft, to mobilize and direct ground defense keep all your telephone calls as brief as you
.f,..,. ..••ror>.C' ".n. ..,.Tn. ..••¥1o r>~rln.¥1or<'£>. ..••.n.rl n. ..••r>nC' VTT£>. ..••TT •..•.•r>'1r"1o. ron. ..•..•• T1,.n. .•...•l7" .•.T~"

-WAR CAltg COME FIRST.'
WINTER, 1943 --
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Scientific Production

Albert Walker
G. E. '43

THE most serious problem facing civilian of war materials between January, 1942, and
America today is increasing our industrial July, 1943. Transforming this figure into man-

productivity and maintaining it at a' maximum hours of work at the rate of $1.00 per man-hour
level. No matter how much money we spend, no means that American industrial labor will be
matter how many production machines we are required to supply 65 billion man-hours for the
eventually able to build, we are nevertheless war effort. By estimate, we have 20 million work-
limited by the number of possible man-hours. ers, If they worked fifty hours a week, fifty
And when one analyzes the situation, it is imrne- weeks a year, they could work only 75 billion
diately apparent that unless something is done man-hours in this 18-month period, which is only
to increase or maintain our productivity, at a 10 billion hours in excess of the theoretical war
maximum, we will not be able to increase or main- industry requirements, without making allow-
tain our production at a maximum in order that ances for civilian industrial necessities. Actually,
it be the real value in winning the war. our labor force can not work that much in war

It seems that most of us do not realize the industry for the period as a whole, because the
difference between increasing production and change-over to new jobs was necessarily slow and
increasing productivity. Thus far, (until recently gradual.
anyhow), we have gone lazily on the assumption To meet the war program, plus supplying
that if we want to turn out twice as much product, civilian needs at the lowest level of the last depres-
we merely have to double floor-space, buy twice sion, we must increase our industrial productivity
as many machines, and hire twice as many men. by at least 50%. This is to say that we must
We have reached a stage, however, where there achieve a man-hour that turns out $1.50 in goods
is a critical shortage of building materials and instead of our present $1.00 man-hour. This
machinery. These shortcomings, as significant also means that the ability to produce, or pro-
and detrimental as they are, are secondary when ductivity, will have to be increased. In this way
it is realized that man-power has been the serious only will production increase.
problem from the start, although taking up the Two means are open to us: (1) speed-up and
slack of unemployment and the robbing of the .longer hours and (2) work simplification. Each
"less important" industries of skilled men did see will be considered in turn.
us through the preliminaries. Despite the immense amount of information

Despite these temporary sources, it became available, there is a widespread ignorance of facts
evident that it would be necessary to train many concerning industrial fatigue. Examples of in-
of the unskilled people for skilled jobs and to creased production as a result of reduction of
induct into unskilled jobs many who had never hours of work go back to the early part of the
worked before. For example, notice the efforts of 19th century, and studies made during World
those experts who were drawn to Washington, War I have fully confirmed these discoveries.
D. C., in setting up training programs and devel- Large increases in work by speed-up or longer
oping plans for complete man-power mobilization. hours failed in every instance to produce the

At the outset, it was realized that this is an expected increase in production. "The calcula-
engineer's war-the outcome of which depends tions have gone wrong; the worker has been mis-
and hinges to a large degree upon the ability taken for a machine." Excessive hours have been
of our technically trained forces. This is an ob- shown to bring increased absentium with conse-
vious fact, but the equally important fact, pro- quent overall lowering of efficiency. In England,
duction (sufficient quantities of goods in time) following the fall of Belgium, the factories were
must also be solved. The total production of put on a 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week schedule
warring America is of unprecedented size and with no holidays. An immediate short-lived in-
virtually usurps an unprecedented toll of Ameri- crease in munitions followed; but within two
can energy. How to achieve this objective is more months, increased absences were noted, and by
than a problem of technical creation; it is a matter the end of July, after the 50 or 6-day week was
of achieving unheard of production with prac- re-introduced, a prompt improvement was ob-
tically our present facilities. The present program served. In fact, it was found that if sufficient
for production is something like 65 billion dollars numbers of skilled men are not available to make
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8-hour-shifts, two 10-hour-shifts would be more he is on the job decrease the effectiveness of the
productive than two 12-hour-shifts even if the shorter working hours and cause undue fatigue,
machines were left idle for 4 hours each day. low efficiency, and increased accident proneness?
Evidence which has accumulated over a large This is answered by M. S. Vitel, author of Indus-
number of years also indicates that if hours of trial Psychology: "The tension under such con-
work, habitually or for a long period, exceed 48 ditions of work appear to offset the savings in
hours per 6-day week, industrial efficiency (and muscular force made possible by the machines.
health) suffers. The tension, the speed, the subjection to special-

Under the compulsion of the present urgency ized work, and a rhythm uncontrolled by the
to implement the President's promise to make individual promote fatigue, characterized by a
the United States the "arsenal of democracy," 'decrease in power to work,' a decrease in pleasure
there is a tendency to demand a relaxation of taken in work, and a decrease in the enjoyment
restrictions on hours of labor and to speed up of hours spent away from work." This is further
industrial production. The pressure is more ins is- substantiated in a recent book, Outlines of Indus-
tent with growing appreciation of the importance trial Medicinal Practice, by A. E. Collier which
of the time factor in the successful prosecution states that: "If a strong personal or social incen-

tive is brought into operation, human beings can
attain high speeds of work and high intensities
of concentration over considerable periods. But

-Courtesy of Factory Management and Maintenance
and Warren L. Ganong of Northwestern Urii oersi uj

Com-parison. of the old method (left)
to the new (Tight). In the former, one
hand produces, while in the other both
do, thus increasing production im-
mensely.

of the war effort and the lack of skilled workers
due to operations of the draft, lack of apprentice
systems in industry, and loss of skill of workers
unemployed for long periods during the depres-
sion. With "total" war such as it is today, the
probabilities are that everyone will be required
to exert greater efforts (in many instances in
activities to which they are unaccustomed) for
longer periods than ever before has been neces-
sary. The question then arises, what will be the
after-effect as well as the immediate effect on
health, safety, and efficiency of this production
drive?

Mechanization, speeding up of the industrial
processes, mass production, and small industrial
concerns present problems to be cured by indus-
trial medicine. Does the tendency to expect the
worker to produce at full speed all the time that

WINTER, 1943

it was made abundantly clear during World War I
that concentrated efforts of this kind deplete the
physiological and psychological reserves and
finally result in the onset of chronic fatigue and

. illness." The direct relation between fatigue and
production is proved by many observations such
as the following: Inexperienced workers in a fuse
factory during World War I were subject to 2.73
times as many accidents during a 12-hour shift
as they were when working on a 10-hour shift.
With only 6% of the industrial workers 'green'
in the United States in 1940, one and one-half
billion man-hours were lost, 15% by skilled work-
ers, 45% by semi-skilled workers, and 40% by
unskilled. This was enough time to have built
15,000 to 18,000 large bombers, 30,000 medium
bombers, 75,000 to 90,000 fighter planes, 45 sub-
marines, or 25 battleships.
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It is true that this first means of production
may be delved into for a very short length of
time; but as has been pointed out, speed-up and
long hours can quickly be carried to a point where
production may be actually reduced. This is
further realized from the fact that operating the
equipment 168 hours weekly is rarely practical
and subjects the equipment to inadequate main-
tenance. A round-the-clock production, 7 days a
week, will also put key industrial leaders under
an intense strain; and far more important, the
finding and training of new workers will not only
be restricted by time but by the population itself.
Then the other alternative looms as the only long-
term solution, ioork simplification, which is mani-
fest in three forms: (1) standardization of parts,
(2) rearrangement of equipment, and (3) sim-
plification of operations.

In order to increase our production as men-
tioned above, every man and every machine must
achieve the greatest per-man-hour productivity.
It is by means of work so planned as to eliminate
lost motion and useless operations, to make work
easier, to avoid situations where the worker stands
by at an idle machine, or vice versa. This lack

night when as council for a group of shippers
opposing a rise in railroad rates, he declared the
railroads could save a million dollars a day if they
would apply the principles of scientific manage-
ment that had been developed by Fredrick W.
Taylor, his associate F. R. Galbraith, and other
industrial engineers. Brandeis won his case and
eventually the railroads did reduce their expenses
a million dollars a day by adopting such methods.
But what Brandeis said then is still true-in other
words, we of the United States have been shock-
ingly prodigal of our resources of labor and mate-
rial. In so doing, we have been allowing real
progress to be blocked by 4 obstacles: (1) man's
obstinant predilection for doing his job the wrong
way and resisting change, (2) management's
lethargy, (3) the monopolization of the field of
scientific management of industry by a few high-
paid experts working from the top with the
primary objective of saving money for the firm
that hired them, and (4) the attitude of labor
itself, often not without justice, which has sus-
pected efficiency systems of being tricks to exploit
the worker and take away his job. But these petty
obstacles fade into oblivion when we realize the
danger of our present position; hence, we have
the opportunity to make work simplification work
for our all important war effort if we so desire.

This program of work simplification means that
simplified methods of performing tasks are taught
to every member of an organization by such means
as the motion picture, which at present is the
most efficient means of instruction. This is neces-
sary because the majority of us, as mentioned
before, do not understand the differenc.e between
work done at high speed and work done in a
hurry. Work done at high speed will give good
results because it accomplishes by eliminating
unnecessary parts of the job. One cannot blame
the workmen for not understanding this funda-
mental fact when very few of our chief execu-
tives appreciate its truth. Therefore, instead of
trying to goad men to work harder or faster, work
simplification seeks to find the one best way of
doing each job. This way is usually the easiest
way of doing the job, and, in fact, often so simple
that one wonders, "Why did we not think of that
before?"

In considering instruction by motion pictures,
it is found that there are two methods of con-
ducting this program. The first is by showing
the "before and after" picture to teach the funda-
mental principles of work simplification or motion
study. The second is effective because of the fact
that the person who has seen a film on work
simplification is enabled to analyze his own opera-
tions and apply the principles of simplification
to them. In one of the new defense plants this is
being done. Each new employee is shown a film
adapted to the type of work he' is going to do, and

(Continued on Page 28)
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The machine tools of an efficient plant working near
capacity were found to be cutting only 23 per cent of their
birne. Euen. if idle time for repair and maintenance is not
reduced, their output can be doubled by cutting time for
handling and setup down from 48 to 25 per cent.

of maximum utilization of our industrial resources
exists to a shocking extent throughout all indus-
try, inside and outside war production. It repre-
sents mammoth wastes; now in war time, it may
be a fatal, national enemy. For example, the
accompanying chart was based on a study made
in a plant of one of our largest and most efficient
industrial organizations when it was working at
capacity. Because of the failure to apply princi-
ples of work simplification to the handling of
machines and set-up work, the machines were
working at less than half of their potential ca-
pacity. This is a very common condition in the
United States today, except that plants running
at less efficiency are not utilizing 23% of the pos-
sible time.

Work simplification is not a new idea. In dif-
ferent forms it has been practiced for nearly
half a century. In 1910, for instance, the late
Justice Brandeis became a national figure over-
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isn't pure enough!

p\PROXIMATELY •~o b~llion kilowatt- Laboratories ... was assigned to the job.
hours of electricity wI~1be consumed Dr. Ashcraft lives in a Lilliputian

to ~roduce all of the aluminum and mag- world or chemical analysis. Tiny test
nesium we shall need for warplanes and tubes doll's-size beakers and retorts
other uses during 1943. polarizing microscopes, spectrographs:

And every kilowatt of this vast amount a balance that measures the weight of a
of power must be converted from A.C. to millionth of a gram ••. these are the
D.C. before it can be used in the pro- keys he employs to unlock the invisible
duction of these metals. world of matter.

Most of this conversion will be done With the help of micro-chemistry, Dr.
by the Ignitron ... a -neui and more effi- Ashcraft has made possible the control of
cient mercury rectifier that is a direct the extraordinary purity of all graphite
result of Westinghouse "know how" in and mercury used as electrodes in Ignitrons.
electronics research. And now, electronics at work are bring-

The vital factor in the efficiency of the ing victory closer every day ... for
Westinghouse Ignitron is the extreme Ignitrons with a rated capacity of more
purity of its electrodes. The graphite than 3,000,000 kw are turning out the
anode must be 99.99% free of certain thousands of tons of aluminum and
impurities . . . the mercury cathode, magnesium upon which our Arsenal of
99.999% free of other impurities! Democracydepends!

If certain impurities in the mercury * * *
increase 1/1000th of one per cent. • • WE SALUTE DR. AS~CR~FT and the
or in the graphite, 1/1 OOth of one per other. thousa~ds of ~cIentists who are
cent ... the proper operation of Ignitron wo:kIng for VIctory. In research labora-
will be affected. tories all over America.

Few chemists have the skill knowl- We also salute the scientists of to-
edge and special equipment to solve morrow... the engineering students
sucha problem of almost absolute chem- now in. college who will be called upon
ical purity. For this .reason, Dr. E. to rebuild a war-torn world.
Bruce Ashcraft . . . micro-chemistry Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
expert of the Westinghouse Research ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

TOM THUMB CHEMISTRY •.. Dr. E. Bruce
Ashcraft examines a specimen weighing
less than a microgram ... approximately
1/50th the size of a grain of ordinary
table salt. Dr. Ashcraft received his B.S.
at Texas A &M, and his Ph.D. at Cornell
University in 1937.

Westinghouse (i)
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES-OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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Cooperating For Victory

Virginia Harris
Bus. Ad. '44

Pvt. aLLEN F. BOSSE, Arch. '42, writes to a tive member of Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison,
faculty member that he is now studying photo- Inc., Management Engineers, in Chicago.
graphy at the Third Technical School Squadron RUSSELLB. WITTE, G.E. '39, who was a member
in Denver, Colorado. Now that he has been in of the R.O.T.C., was called to active duty after
the Army for three months, and is thus qualified graduation in the Coast Artillery. He later ap-
for application into officer's school, he plans to plied for flying service and has just recently grad-
become an aviation cadet in the ground crew, uated with his wings.
engineering branch. A Christmas card has been received by a

Second Lieutenant JACK MIEFERT,M.E. '42, "vas faculty member from Lieutenant ROBERT L.
a recent visitor at the Delco Products Corporation, SCHULTZ, Aero.E. '41, who is in the Army Air
his old co-op company, on his way to Salt Lake Corps in Australia.
City, Utah. He had just completed eight weeks Lieutenant Colonel GEORGESCHAETZEL,Aero.E.
of officer's training at the anti-aircraft school in '35, in the Army Air Corps, recently received
Aberdeen, Maryland, and upon completing the the Distinguished Flying Cross.
course was commissioned an aviation ordnance Lieutenant WILLIAM G. SINN, Com.E. '33, in
officer. the United States Coast Artillery at Fort Eustis,

Lieutenant ALBERT G. KIRTLEY, Bus. Ad. '38, Virginia, has been rated as an expert in anti-
who has recently been engaged in the all-out aircraft.
fight of the United Nations' forces in North WILLIAM C. DEVEREAUX,Bus. Ad. '38, in the
Africa, writes to our Alumni Secretary of the Coast Artillery Corps stationed in Porto Rico, has
part he is playing in the decisive Egyptian cam- recently been promoted to the rank of Major.
paign. The letter was received within 10 days Lieutenant CARLKRAEMER,Bus. Ad. '42, former
of the date it was written in far-off Egypt. In COOPERATIVEENGINEER staff member, was last
his letter, Lieutenant Kirtley says, in part, "You heard to be stationed at Camp Stewart, Georgia.
may be interested to know I am pilot on a bomber Brothers THOMAS L. and ROBERT TRIPP, and
which is making General Rommel very uneasy ROBERTA. TIEMAN, all Aero.E. '42, are working
at times." together at the Lockheed Aircraft Company in

Major IRWIN W. BRAUN, E.E. '37, is the inven- Burbank, California.
tor of a military design and invention which has Major DONALD T. MICHAEL, E.E. '31, is now
received the commendation of Brig. Gen. Robert in charge of the Artillery Division of the Officer's
H. Van Volkenburgh. No further information Training School in Australia.
a.bout the design was available. Major Braun is H. C. BERNDT, Ck.E. '28, now holds two posi-
with the armed forces in Australia. After gradu- tions. He is Assistant Superintendent of the Cap
ating from U. C., he joined a Milwaukee, Wis- and Detonator Line of the Government Shell Fill-
consin, concern as a student engineer. He was
promoted to efficiency engineer, a position which The University has recently been notified
he hel~ until he was called for duty with t~e of the death of ELLIS T. CRAWFORD,111.8. and
~rmy In Decemb~r, 1940. He became a Captain Ch.E. '28. It was he who instituted Co-op
In the Coast ArtIlle~y ?orps last February, and Day, the annual exhibit of the College of
was promoted to Major In August. Engineering and Commerce and the School
, Profe~sor RALPH C. BURSIEK, Com.E. '31; M.A. of Applied Arts, held in the spring. During
3.2, ASSIstant Professor o~ Commerce and Sup~r- his under-graduate days, Mr. Crawford was
v~sor of the Campus UnIon,. has bee~ ~omn:Is- vice-president of the Y.M.C.A., and a mem-
sioned a Captain In the Medical Administrative bel" of Tau Beta Pi, Alpha Chi Sigma, Glee
Corps of the Army. Club and Student Council. According to

W. G. WATKIN.S,JR., C~m.E. '36, has .bee11pro- latest University records, Mr. Crawford was
moted from Ensign to LIeutenant Junior Grade last employed with the Carbide and Carbon
in the 1!nited Stat.es Na.vy. Latest reports are Chemicals Corporation of South Charleston,
that he IS now stationed In New Zealand. West Virginia.

ELMOREH. SMEDLEY,M.E. '26, is now an execu-
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ing Plant at Ajax, Ontario, and also is Manager
of the Lackawanna Leather Company of Toronto.

A last minute report from Lieutenant A. J.
HUMBERT,M.E. '42, informs us that he has been
assigned to the Fire Control Sub Office at the
Frankford Arsenal in Pennsylvania. Lieutenant
Humbert writes that Fire Control is the most
technical branch of the Ordnance Department.

A faculty member has received a Christmas
card from Ensign HARRYB. DUNLAP, E.E. '40,
U.S.N.R., Fleet Post Office, San Francisco, csu-
fornia.

EARL GAMLIN, Ck.E. '34, is now Assistant
Superintendent at the Fleischman Distilling Cor-
poration in Owensboro, Kentucky.

NORMAN KRAVITZand PHILIP COHEN, M.E.
,42's, are now aviation cadets in Rantoul, Illinois.
They are both working for commissions ill the
ground crew of the Air Corps.

WILLIAM E. RESTEMEYER,E.E. '38, M.A. '39,
was recently appointed Assistant Professor in the
Engineering College. This makes him the young-
est Assistant Professor on the Campus.

Navy man, Ensign DOUGLASC. VEST, Ck.E. '42,
was back in Cincinnati recently on leave after
receiving his commission at Harvard University.
Upon leaving here, he reported for active duty
on board an aircraft carrier in the Atlantic.
While at the University, Vest was Editor of the
COOPERATIVEENGINEER, and in general, a
B.M.O.C.

J. C. KLEIN, Bus. Ad. '42, entered the Army
soon after graduation and is now attending Offi-
cers' Training School in Miami Beach, Florida.
He was formerly stationed at Blytheville, Arkan-
sas, where he applied his Business Administration
knowledge in the Quartermaster Corps.

ELMER SLAUGHTER,E.E. '42, is fast making a
name for himself in the organization of Lear
Avia, Piqua, Ohio, as head of the Test Engineer-
ing Department. He tests gear boxes and motors
used on many of the large bombers and fighter
planes now being used on all fronts to assure
high quality of workmanship and adequate per-
formance.

ROBERTKNAUFTand CHARLESBAYNE,Bus. Ads.
,42, are now in the Air Corps and are taking their
Civilian Pilot's Training. Mr. Bayne is in Ellis-
ville, Mississippi, and Mr. Knauft has returned
to good old U. C. for his training. (He just
couldn't leave us.)

NICHOLASGARVIN,Bus. Ad. '42, is now sta-
tioned at Ft. Thomas, Kentucky. He is with the
Medical Division of the Army.

CALVINBor-r. E.E. '42, still working with his
co-op firm, the Crosley Corporation, took time out
-in November to get married and settled down.
At Crosley, he has been engaged in experimental
work, among other things, for the radio broad-
casting department.
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HIGGInS
AMERICAN DRAWING

INKS
for speed and

accuracy
The razor-edged sharpness of
line "that is characteristic of
drawings made with Higgins
American India Ink saves time
and temper when both are
precious. For more than 60
years draftsmen have used
Higgins to insure accuracy and
permanence for their crea ti ve
efforts. Use of Higgins Water-
proof India Ink means: com-
plete absence of ~"'ghosts," eye-
saving visibility, proof against
smudging and cleaning with
carbon tetrachloride.

The Johnson Semi-
Automatic Military
Rifle, illustrated by
courfesyof Johnson
Automatics, Inc.

AVAILABLE IN A COMPLETE
COLOR RANGE

I

I

HIGGInS INI~ GO., INC.
_271_ NINTH ST., BROOKLYN, ~.

Blueprints for War and Peace . . .
invariably include the productive
facilities of LeBlond lathes. De-
signed for speed and accuracy.,
these modern machine tools give
an accelerating impetus • • • in'
war or peace • • . wherever low",,';
cost turning is essential.

The R. K. LeBlond Machine Tool Co. -'
CINCINNATI

Largest Manufacturer of a Complete Line of Lathes
-}
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A WORKER IN DUNGAR¥ SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION
(Continued from Page 12) (Continued from Page 24)

he is requested to ask "why" if in doubt as to
zation beside the Church which is able to fight the reasons for making the changes.
Nazism. Street fights with the Hungarian Nazis That such a drastic change has been made and
and the police were not infrequent. is being made, is a factual blue print of what we

The Telephone Factory originally belonged to want to do as a whole in the immediate and dis-
an American concern. Not long after the Munich tant future. T.his is the only way to win the war
pact most of the American investments in Eastern of production and to prepare for a peace in which
Europe were sold to Germans. An immediate low costs and high. volume will contribute to a
change was quite noticeable. A great number of new economy of plenty.
German engineers and technicians arrived, and By carrying out the suggested program, the
all the Jews were forced out. We worked 70 hours following results will become evident. Organiza-
a week; the factory was placed under military tions will be trained in the methods of finding

easier and better ways of doing war jobs. Tradi-
tions that so often dictate methods which were
used largely because "we have always done it that
way" will be broken down. Supervision and execu-
tive time will definitely be reduced. Operators will
rapidly attain skills of the higher paying brackets,
thus tending toward more production plus satis-
faction of the worker. There will be eliminated.
the need for much of the experience and equip-
ment formerly tied up in the ves-tibule school
method of training. But, above all, as now is tak-
ing place, the production that has made possible
the huge offensives of America and the other
United Nations because of the sufficiency of
Equipment will be increased.

RIVER, STAY AWAY FROM
MY DOOR

(Continued from Page 17)

stopped, construction workers would be thrown
out of jobs and would probably not consider war
work, which would not pay half as much as their
present salary. Since construction is on the wane
at present, they could not very readily be trans-
ferred to other cities, and would present a
problem of being assimilated to other forms of
endeavor.

With so many facts to speak for completion
of the work and so few against it, it would seem
that the price for flood protection should be paid.
Since so much is at stake in Cincinnati and the
Midwest, he would be a poor gambler who would
not take out that small amount of insurance to
protect himself against a major disaster. True,
there is a chance of a tame river for a few years,
but why take a chance when protection would
be so cheap? With so many billions spent an-
nually, is it not worth a very few million to pro-
tect what so vitally affects the war effort?

The heads of the various agencies must make
the decision. It is hoped that they are not too far
away from here to consider that lack of fore-
thought,-on what seems a small matter to them,
-can cause grief for one of the most highly
developed parts of the country. How about it,
Mr. Nelson?

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

Plojesti, Rumania-whence now comes
Germany's oil

control, and nobody could quit. All of us who were
below 21 were compelled to take, twice a week,
three hours compulsory military training. This
was what I detested most. The army instructors
called us all kind of names. They handled us like
.animals, and physical punishment was not unusual
at all. They knew that organized labor was against
them and it did not take me long to realize that
the government of my country had again chosen
the wrong side. I tried the impossible-to get
away from that hell, and luckily I made it.

The worker class is just a fraction of the entire
population of Eastern Europe. Volumes could be
written about the incredible misery of the great
farmer masses. Most of the farmers work on large
estates and are practically slaves. Eastern Europe
has gold, silver, iron, coal, oil, bauxite, salt, and
good earth. Why must millions live there in
misery? Irresponsible leadership, hatred, and
class prejudice are the answers. Rumanians hate
Bulgarians, Bulgarians hate Yugoslavians, Yugo-
slavians hate Hungarians, Hungarians hate
Czechoslovakians and vice versa.

No doubt, it will be a tough job for the United
Nations to win the war. But it will be difficult
to win the peace after the war also. Great prob-
lems must be solved, and Eastern Europe is one
of them. But I am sure it is a problem which
can be solved.
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ERSATZ FOR GASOLINE
(Continued from Page 6)

at regular rates of speed, the bags have a tendency
to leak after two or three weeks effecting the dilu-
tion of the gas with air, and the collection of snow
on the bags in winter results in backfiring with
subsequent stalling, because the added weight
forces the gas too quickly into the engine. Another
difficulty is the inadequate height of bridges to
accommodate trucks and busses. In spite of these
bad features, at the end of 1940 in London alone
there were 80 filling stations with many more
over the rest of England.

A third major form of fuel widely used in
Europe is acetylene. Acetylene generators for
automobile engines are divided into two classes-
automatic and hand-controlled. They can be clas-
sified also into carbide-to-water and water-to-
carbide generators, according to the method of
feed.

The water-to-carbide generator is constructed
in the form of a cylinder as long as the width of
the car and with a diameter of about ten inches.
The cylinder is divided into five sections, each
filled with calcium carbide. Water is carried in
what was the gasoline tank, and is pumped by the
former fuel pump to the generator whence it is
delivered to the chambers by a drip feed. The
equivalent of six gallons of gasoline can be carried
in the generator at one time as calcium carbide.
The illustration shows a Swiss acetylene generator
known as the "Buss" mounted in the rear of a
Mercedes-Benz car. A starting handle is shown
on the left side. This equipment will enable the
car to travel about 100 miles on one charge of
calcium carbide.

Because of the high detonation quality of acety-
lene, it is used in combination with methyl alcohol
or ammonia gas, which have strong anti-
detonating qualities. The maximum speed of the
car is reduced about 10 per cent by using acety-
lene, but the engine will start instantly, and
acceleration is about as high as with gasoline.

Since calcium carbide is a product of the electric
furnace, it can be produced most economically
in countries where electric power is cheap due
to the abundance of water power, as in Switzer-
land and southeastern France.

Passenger car with portable gas plant:
A, gas generator,. B, dry cleamer ; C,
fluid scrubber; D, water tank; l!J,
tuyere; and F, piping.

-Courtesy Automotive and Aviation Industries
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Power alcohol, both methyl and ethyl alcohol,
was approved as a fuel substitute by a number of
countries short of petroleum in an endeavor to
make themselves self-sufficient by using their own-
resources. Methyl alcohol is prepared chiefly by
distilling wood pulp and hydrogenating carbon
monoxide. In the production of ethyl alcohol from
foodstuffs, there arose the question of whether the
food or the alcohol was the most important. For
the past several years, the output of alcohol has
been reduced and it appears as though it will be
eliminated altogether due to the food shortage.

At the present time there does not exist a dire
need for any such ersatz gasoline vehicles for
mass transportation in the United States, how-
ever, it is well to realize that today it rules in
Europe.

~ '~NCHOR"CHROME CLAD
STEEL TAPE Here's a sturdy, easy-to·
read quality tape you will appreciate. Sur-
face won't crack, chip, rust' or peel. Genuine
leather cover on steel case. Smooth wind-
ing mechanism. See it at your dealer and
write for catalog.

~
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN. NEW YORK CITY

TAPES • RULES • PRECISION TOOLS



ELECTRONIC CONTROL
(Continued from Page 10)

most instantaneous action and elimination of
moving parts to wear or arc.

Under war conditions where many inexperi-
enced operators are working with presses, ma-
chine tools, and other dangerous equipment, it is
more important than ever to use some swift meane
of removing the danger in case the operator loses
the rhythm of the machine. ' The phototube does
this job very nicely. So long as the operators
hands are in a dangerous position, a beam of
light is broken and the press will not close. This
method is much easier on the operator than swing-
ing bars or jerking straps which are so violent
that he is as continually in fear of the cure as
of the danger.

Phototubes are also helping to prevent sabotage
in war plants by detecting persons passing onto
plant property. When the system of light beams
is broken, an alarm notifies guards of the tres--Courtesy General Radio

A grinding wheel rotating at high speed is
"stopped" with a strobotac

All these uses represent interesting problems
which tubes have solved, but on no job has the
electron tube been such a boon as in welding
control. Indeed, airplanes could not be rolling
off the production lines at their present rate if it
were not for the close control of spot welding
made possible by the electron tube. Spot welding
is a process in which two pieces of metal to be
joined are pressed together under considerable
pressure while a high current is passed through
the point of contact. The resistance of the metals
causes sufficient heat to be generated to fuse the
pieces together. The amount of heat is directly
dependent on the length of time the current flows.
If the time is too long, the metal at the joint will
melt away; or if the time is short, the joint will
be weak. Since the length of time runs as low
as one-hundredth of a second, tubes have the
advantage over mechanical switches in their al-

-Courtesy Electronics

Two 0/ several photo-electric intrusion-detection units
laying down a criss-crossed pattern 0/ protective

beams around an oil storage plant

passer's presence. This type of detection has been
worked up to the point where it is practically
foolproof and it is equally as satisfactory in the
daytime as at night. The system falls down only
in case of heavy snow or fog.

No modern day dreamer could overlook such
a broad field for speculation as the future of the
electron tube presents. Picture airliners flying a
complete trip without the aid of a human pilot,
whole factories operated automatically from a
switchboard in the front office, or homelife com-
pletely dominated by such contrivances as a
completely automatic breakfast maker which will
turn out a finished product with everything at the
proper temperature and at the proper stage of
cooking as selected by dials labeled eggs, coffee,
toast, and orange juice. Although such technical
extravagance may seem outside of our present
scope of imagination, such was the future of the
automobile in the 80's and the future of radio at
the turn of the century.

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

-Courtesy Electronics

A Dumont Oscilloscope and a moving-film camero. are here
being used to analyze the sound in checking the

noise characteristics 0/ machineru
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The rat that went to college

CHARLEY, the large and healthy white in your radio. Beacons that guid~ ~me~i- lators quickly developed by Corning.
rat shown above, not only goes to can planes. Glass pumps and prpmg In Design engineers who are licking this

college but he lives in a glass house! busy chemical and food plants. Signal war's problems are finding ever new
For Charley is one of the thousands of lights and insulators on our warships. uses for glass. For tomorrow's engineers
white rats used for scientific research in Corning knows glass. Knows how to also, glass is the material with unlimited
American college laboratories. His glass make it resistant to chemicals and heat, possibilities. Industrial Division, Corn-
house is a Pyrex animal jar, for a couple strong and hard to withstand impact and ing Glass Works, Corning, New York.
of good reasons: One, because of its abrasion, accurate to tolerances ranging
exceptional mechanical strength. Two, as low as 0.00002 of an inch.
because Pyrex glass can be sterilized in This knowledge is being put to good use
live steam without breaking or becom- today. A special sanitary glass piping,
ing cloudy, which makes it a favorite for example, has just been developed to G
with laboratory men. ease the dairy industry's shortage of
Pyrex laboratory ware, developed dur- metal. The communications industry, 0RNIN
ing the last war to replace imported faced with. a sudden wartime de- (
glass, is just one of Corning's many re- mand for insulators in intricate . . mea n s
search contributions to better living. shapes and with special electrical .' •
Others are everywhere. The glass tubes characterisrics.Is using glass insu- Re sea reh In Gla s s
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C9-0P Capers

Jay Antenen
M.E. '46

TAU BETA PI held a dance in honor of their did some real justice to the juke-box jive. All
new initiates at the Hotel Alms the night of present had a rip roaring time except the square

Dec. 5, 1942. Jive was furnished by Chris Christ- marbles which became a little rounded through
ensen and company. The floor evidently had an the course of the evening.
inordinately low coefficient of friction because a Alpha Chi Sigma, professional chemical frat-
few of the fellows had a bit of trouble remaining ernity, had a joint initiation with the chapters
ina vertical position. Two tables full of glasses of Indiana, Kentucky, and Case Universities. The
and bottles were knocked down by the well-greased event was held in the Great Hall just before the
brains of the engineering quadrangle. One whole U. C.-Ohio U. game. Nine men from U. C. who
bottle of non-fast (sloe) refreshment was lost in were initiated were: Bob Benemelis, William
the attending chaos of broken bottleward. The Campbell, Clifford Barth, Walter Retzch, Carl
"event of the evening" came off when-the local Schroeder, John Schaal, John Stapp, John Byrd,
boys picked up the band's instruments during an and Richard Pease. The ceremony was a white
intermission and ripped out with some of the real shirt affair and was climaxed with a super
stuff. An imminent brawl was averted when the banquet in the faculty dining room.
boys in the band turned out to be regular fellows
and took the affair with decorum. Business A.ds

After the affair was over some went to the . C~ The Bus. Ads. are still holding
Dorm dance, and some went out and "played" ~ ~~~ their own on campus, in the grill,
in the snow. \V'~: and, oh yes! in the classroom. The

M h · l .~~ ~~ Co-ep Club recently held their fallec atuca s ~\.S~---~~
- . . Ip~ESlDE"IJ dlJ banquet. Jane Manogue was a very

~)~ T~e A.S.M.E. got the' needl~ ~hlS ., able toastmistress and the scholar-

I~~\_section .when 85% Of. the eligible ship award. s were won by Ruth Tabor, freshman;. V mechanicals (some of them are Jeanne Aerni, sophomore; Minnie Stein, pre-~ \l_ ~li.gible in ~ore than one way) junior; and Ida Lee Feldman, junior.
- lC "-~ joined the tIme honored orgamza- Beta Gamma Sigma, Bus. Ad. scholastic hon-

\ tion. A man-power committee of orary, recently pledged: Ed Rausch, Ed Mossman,
Ralph T. Sharp, Arthur Mahrenholz, Charles and Samuel Willis, seniors; and William Mauch,
Scholz, and Dick Patterson was responsible for Minerva Cohen, and Ida Lee Feldman, juniors.
the percentage. The membership drive was started Whether you know it or not, there was a senior
off with a dinner meeting. Good food and cigars party on December 5 at the Friar's Club. The
must have made the boys a bit convivial and Bus. Ad. seniors, with their usual school spirit,
loosened up their pocketbooks. Maybe that stuff turned out en masse. In fact there were very few
Sharp put in the coffee did the trick. Major other seniors there. Among those seen at this
Bradley Jones, Aero professor, was speaker at a gala affair were those three "glamour girls"
general meeting held at noon in the Union Build- Manogue, Forsyth and Mathews; also Dusty
ing. Professor Jones delighted the mechanicals Schlueter, Jim Fisk, Allan Claire, Dick Wood-
with an interesting discussion of the development rum, Warren Kolb, and hefting all the beer, Kohl
of aircraft in this World War. He also gave some and Hagstrom.
engrossing comparisons of the warplanes used The sophomores recently entertained in their
by the United Nations and those used by the Axis. accounting class with a baby shower on Mr.

Holmes, "proud papa of a seven pound baby."
Chemicals Among the many gifts received were several smart

( i ( ~~ The A.I.Ch.E. threw a ~ice, ~hite, three-cornered, zoot suits. Excitem:nt r~n
~ ~ respectable brawl at the F'riar's high as the Beta dog and a shoeless semor girl-Jt .,~ Club on Halloween eve. All the entered unannounced in the middle of the cere-

usual stuff was cooking with monies.
some additional stuff walking around. The guys Lost to the Bus. Ads. and the COOPERATIVE EN-
and gals made short work of the eats and then GINEER is Mr. "Cost Accounting" Geis, now a
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OBaH TBBTR HaRDBNBD IN 8 IBCONDS

IN only a few secondstheoxyacetylene Many other applications of the oxy-
flame adds greatly to the service life acetylene flame are finding ever widen-

of this internal gear. Teeth and other ing application in speeding and im- AIR
surfaces subject to wear are rapidly proving production of ships, tanks,
hardened by the modern oxyacetylene guns, rolling stock and planes. This
flame treating process. The depth of versatile tool slices through steel with
hardening is easily and accurately con- remarkable speed - welds metal into
trolled, without affecting the inherent strong, light units- sweepssurface rust RED.UCTION
toughness of the core metal. from metal structures to extend the life

Airco FlameHardening gives all the of paint [obs- gouges steel and iron
advantages of other surface hardening quickly and accurately. r:!J~ {j#:.",~
methods plus speed and ease of appli- To better acquaint you with the ~:
cation. Simple arrangements using one many things that this modern produc- 60 EAST 42nd STREET,NEW YORK, N. Y.
or more torches permit flame harden- tion tool does better we have published In Texas:
ing of a large variety of metal parts "Airco in the News" a pictorial re- Magnolia-AircoGasProductsCo.

d . bcsi · · b W'· f General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXASon a pro ucticn csrs. view In ook form. rite or a copy. OFFICESIN ALL PRINCIPALCITIES

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING OR £UTTING AND AR£ WELDING
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Lieutenant in the Navy. the grill on December 4, or about the late-st attrac-
Social Note: Mr. Richard Jones, executive sec- tion in Swift Hall-the future "engineeresses"

retary of the COOPERATIVEENGINEERand senior being taught by the electrical department in the
social butterfly spent Christmas sojourning in government's E. S. M. W. T. program -. can be
Florida with his fiancee and her family. gleaned from the biweekly A.I.E.E. Bulletin.

G 1 The close of the section brought with it the joint
enera S brawl with the A.I.Ch.E. at the Friar's Club.

The Jacks of all engineers, the Generals, got Dancing and "refreshments with pretzels" were
together at a meeting on December 3 to effect the followed by the disintegration of the party and
formation of an honorary organization for their everybody wishing each other a Merry Christmas
department. One of the most intriguing prob- and a "C" ration card for the New Year.
lems met in the creation of a society is its title. · ·
Being human, the Generals started out consider- C~v~ls
ing "Eta Bita Pi" and "Tappa Nu Keg," but ended The usually "wet" C.E.'s spent a dry
up with some combinations a little too lurid to section this time, i.e. as far as organi-
print. Committees were chosen to draw up en- zations as a whole are concerned. Let
trance requirements and a constitution and design no one say though, that a few mem-
a key. What is a society without a key? bel's did not compensate this hydraulic

shortage by absorbing a somewhat
Electricals viscous liquid in a neighboring state. The men

~ As Prof. Wilson has often so did not come to until they were rudely awakened

~

~{~ bluntly implied, "All play and no in "Steel" class the next morning.
j#£. work makes a student an infatuated On th~ more. serious side A.S.C.E. and Del~a

~~ ~ ~umbbell." How t~e Ele~tricals can Kap~a SIgma did bend the boards at so~e of their
~ / ~ Ignore a remark Iike this made by meetings. An A.S.C.E. supper meetmg at the

one of their own professors and Union was climaxed by an enlightening talk by
still pass the course is something not quite: under- Professor Bird, author of Bird's Easy Guide
standable, but nonetheless those in Swift Hall Through Business Management. The presence of
were still going strong at the end of the seventh this gentleman, whose ready wit matches his great
week of the first term. z: knowledge, makes any meeting a success, and in

In spite of the war, the A.I.E.E. managedtto particular his talk on labor conditions was both
have three very good meetings including a. supper realistic and informative to the assembled group.
affair at the Union where the boys had a, rare Delta Kappa Sigma, civil honorary, enjoyed a
opportunity to air their gripes and actually be Sunday supper get-together at the Canary Cot-
listened to. This "gripe" session (the fellows tage. Entertainment followed in the form of
were mellowed a little bit by a good meal before Jenning's jokes, Kral's summary of the Varied
it) was open to the E.E. students only, and every Experiences of Four Months' Wedded Bliss, and
one of the uninhibited opinions about the depart- Weisbacher's Fossil Hunting in Mill Creek Valley.
ment were faithfully recorded in the minutes. A few of the boys risked admonition by the

Jack Van Wye managed to break up a fine stag ODT by driving up to Dayton where they were
dinner at the Patio. After missing the rest of guests of the Dayton Engineers Club. In addition
the gang accidently-on-purpose, the guy showed to a free meal at the expense of the Dayton Chap-
up at the thing with his date. What a boy! The tel' they heard a report from the regional repre-
dinner took place at the formal initiation of two sentative on the National Conclave of the present
men into Eta Kappa Nu: Charles Barger, '43, and society.
Eugene Tinsley, '44. The high spirit of the U. C. Chapter is ShOWl1

In an intra-departmental ping pong tournament, by the publication of their newspaper, "The Beam
Harold Hancock managed to eke out a slim vic- .and Girdle," which goes into more detail about
tory over Leigh Matthews and clinched the their activities.
championship of the E.E. department. Mr. Han- Aeronauticals
cock modestly states, "Matthews beats me unoffi- t » Two very interesting talks
cially, but officially I am the champ." The Elec- "" ~l..~/ were given by students at
tricals must be quite the athletes; they even play ~ ~ the weekly meetings of the
basketball. At least the underclassmen do. They f~l~~~ I. Ae. S. Wayne Bryant gave
beat the jsenio rs, 28 to 17, in a basketball game <, <, a talk on plastics and their
that left the floor of the gym at its kindling tem- importance in modern aircraft construction. John
perature. Burkam talked on heliocopters, covering its his-

Complete ..:information about other activities tory, problems and applications.
such as the Thanksgiving week-end "painting of During Section II the Aero Seniors surprised
Cincinnati," the "Juke Box Serenade" 'held at the faculty in bowling and won two out of three
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games, a feat not seen in the past few years. The
profs had to shell out and treat the victors to
thirst-quenching refreshments.

This year, the I. Ae. S. will give to all Aero
seniors a composite picture of their graduating
class.

The entire senior class is busy making plans
to attend the yearly convention of the I. Ae. S.
which will be held in Detroit January 29 and 30.
The boys, in an effort to repeat last year's achieve-
ment by taking the first prize for the best student
paper, are preparing a paper on apparent mass
and its effect on longitudinal stability.

R. O. T. C.
~ ...~ The social highlight of the mili-

(~a.D tary season occurred December 12

)1'-when the Military Ball was held at
./ the Great Hall of the Student Union.

~ ~ During the intermission to dancing
to Will Hauser's Orchestra, Colonel

Guthrie spoke about the students' present military
status; and the winning drill platoon from the
Pershing Rifles, commanded by George Patterson,
was awarded medals. Also at the dance, the fol-
lowing engineering students were pledged to Scab-
bard and Blade: Robert Agsten, Hugh Alexander,
Rupert Anderegg, Jr., Joseph Bertsch, Leslie
Boerstler, Earl Daggy, Edward Dooley, Paul
RarTI, John Klover, Arthur Mahrenholz, Richard
Pease, George Schneider, Richard Schonhof't,
Robert Schulte, Lawrence Swabb, Don Tekamp,
and Allan Whaling.

The C,ooperative Engineer Reaches
the South Seas

The Liberty Ship program is the biggest
shipbuilding project in history and every
Liberty Ship that goes into commission is
powered by B&W -designed boilers. B&W
is now building many of these boilers;

Other manufacturers, working to B&W designs, are producing
the remainder.

Thus the skills and knowledge gained by B&W during
peace-time leadership in boiler manufacturing are now con-
contributed to the war-time needs of the nation. When Victory
is won, B&W will be able, better than ever before, to supply
those of you who enter the power industry with superior
steam generating equipment.

The Maritime Victory flag and ·M'
burgee now float proudly along-
side the Navy ·E' at the Barberton
Works. Each is an award for "out-
standing achievement" and is "an
honor not lightly bestowed".

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY • .5 LIBERTY STREET. NEW YOlK, N. Y.

amcmm
Machines bearing this trade-mark have, for
over 58 years, been a prominent factor in
contributing to our national defense. Now, they
are more important than ever before in our "all
out" war effort. You will find them in arsenals,
aircraft factories, and aboard ship. Write for
a copy of publication M-995. It will give you a
preliminary picture of our plant and products,
which include Milling, Grinding, Broaching,
Lapping, and Cutter Sharpening machines.

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
CINCINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED

Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.
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ELECTRONS
(Continued from Page 3)

nator of the kinetic theory of gases and much of
the thermodynamics which prevents students in
engineering from graduation in the normal span
of years. Succeeding Sir J. J.,Thomp~on was the
.late Sir Earnest Rutherford, who gave the modern
picture of the atom and was perhaps the first to
disintegrate this elemental particle.

At the turn of the twentieth century the Caven-
dish Laboratory was the Mecca for the faithful
in Science. The list of illustrious pilgrims who
went there to study would be included in any
authentic "Who's Who in Science:" Sir Earnest
Rutherford, just mentioned; Professor O. W.
Richardson who found the laws governing the
emission of electrons from incandescent metals-
the performance of filaments in electronic tubes;
.Sir William Bragg, noted for the use of X-rays
in the analysis of crystal structure ;-the list, even
with brief notes, would fill pages.

One might naturally picture such a laboratory,
one of the great centers of experimental physics,
as a magnificent structure housing elaborate and
expensive apparatus, instruments of great accur-
acy and precision. Actually, less than half a cen-
tury ago, the pilgrim to Cavendish was offered
a pile of scrap, tin cans, sealing-wax, and a collec-
tion of tumorous glassware of very primitive
workmanship. With great persuasive power he
might obtain an antique galvanometer,-generally
it was simpler to think of something which could
be done with tin cans, sealing-wax, and scraps of
glassware.

The great fundamental discoveries which came
from the Cavendish Laboratory - discoveries
which have changed not only science but the daily
life of the world-were not gleaned from polished
panels with chromium-plated fittings, not from
extravagant equipment, but from the great minds
which walked up Free School Lane, safe from
traffic, and passed through the arched entrance
of the Cavendish with its heavy oak doors, iron
studded and black with age.

THE J. H. FIELMAN
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FLAMES THAT CUT TIME!
TODAY, ships are needed as never before. And today, electrical welding process that unites plates of any commercial

ships are being built as-never before ..• and built faster, thickness faster than any similarly applicable method ... like
stronger, and with less steel ... thanks to welding! this ··:."\~JAf.:t<:.':.<>;-:· ••• the Linde method of plate-edge preparation

But before welding can take place, steel plates have to have is working miracles in speeding up shipbuilding.
their edges beveled and squared-up so that, when butted to- These two methods are also helping to break production
gether, they look like this: .:";':/~:::::':':::::Xi:';:/>:':')":', or like this: :·:.:':':-::·.:·:':;:·X::.'.:·:-::"':':·::"::.· records in other fields. Great pressure vessels •.. locomotive

In the past, preparing plates in this manner was done by boilers ... huge pipes · · · heavy chemical tanks ... combat tanks
heavy machine tools. Cutting was slow and costly. Each plate • • · artillery mounts · · · and other vital equipment are being
had to be handled manf times. Plate cutting on this basis turned out faster because of them.
could hardly keep pace with welding today. Linde research, intensified today, is constantly solving new

Now, oxy-acetylene flames ... cutting in d~tferent planes p~~ble.ms in flame-cutting, flame-fabricating, and flam~-con-
simultaneously .•• prepare the edges of steel plates of any com- ditioning of metals for war production. ..
mercial thickness at one pass .•• in a fraction of the time re-
quired by mechanical methods ! The important developments in flame-cutting-and other processes

Th' L' d fl I'" . and methods used in the production, [abribation and treating of
IS • In e a;me-p anlng method IS as Simple as ABC. It IS metals-which have been made by The Linde Air Products Com-

economical ... and e,asy to use. It cuts plates so smoothly and pany were facilitated by collaboration with Union Carbide and
accurately that no machining is necessary! And it uses materials Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc., and by the metallurgical' ex-
which can be produced in abundance. perience of Electro Metq,llurgical Company and Haynes Stellite

O h . b '. Company-all Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.
n-t e-Jo power requirements for flame-shaping are neg-

ligible ... for the reaction of the cutting oxygen jet with the
hot steel does all the work ... and only fractional horsepo,ver THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
is required to move the cutting nozzles along the line of cut. Unit of Union Carbide 'and Carbon Corporation

In conjunction with ~~Unionmelt" Welding an amazing . [!l33• • • General Offices: NewYork, N.Y. Officesin Principal Cities



Testing is done in a laboratory where refrigeration
equipment, electric heaters, 'and air evacuating equip-
ment! take over for the elements.

One such lab, for whichG.E. is building electrical
equipment, will house several test chambers, in each of
'which engines will be tested under different conditions,

To accomplish this, air 'w ill be partly conditioned.
and then delivered to the various test chambers. At each
test chamber the air will be further conditioned to
obtain the exact humidity, temperature, and pressure
for the particular condition desired. Then the air will be

CO A STIS C1 EAR deliveredro the engine carburetors.

FOR three years an automatic traffic control (es-
J sentially an electronic device) has been directing

motorists through a one-way tunnel that serves as a
direct route through a mountain on a Salt Lake County
highway in Utah. .

The traffic control counts vehicles as they enter and
leave. the tunnel. If the outgoing count is less than the
ingoing, a bell warns a patrolman to go in after the
missing car. Thus traffic is kept moving through the
tunnel-in one direction at a time.

When the carbon-monoxide content of the air in the
tunnel reaches a critical point, another electronic watch-
man stops traffic and turns on a ventilating fan.

Approximately 600 cars go through the tunnel every
24 hours, but the electronic cop isn't tired yet. p, p £ DR[A M

T'H,E War Emergency. Pipeline, largest oil trunk of
, its kind in the world, will go into operation in

January. Extending 531 miles from Longview, Texas
to Norris City, Illinois, the "Big-Inch" pipeline (so
called because it is 24 inches in diameter) will hel p
alleviate the oil shortage in the East.

<;;-.E. recently shipped, five weeks ahead of schedule,
the first two of fifteen 1500-hp motors it is building for
the line.

Built of cast iron to conserve steel plate, the motors
will be used to drive centrifugal pumps in booster sra-

, tions along the line. These pumps will keep 1,330,000
T A K £ Y0 II R. C H 0 , C £ barrels of oil flowing at a rate of 4 miles per hour-a_THE u.s. Army Air Force can test airplane engines delivery rate of 300,000 barrels a day at Norris City.

at altitudes of 40,000 feet, where it's 67 below, or By June it is expected that the remaining section of
at low altitudes over' deserts where the temperature the line, 857 miles long, will connect Norris City and
soars to 120F-witho~t takingrhe ships from the ground. the Atlantic seaboard ..
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